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Study in Asia
ASIAN FIELD STUDIES
Gain first-hand experience in Asia by fully immersing 
yourself in both the historical and business culture.
The program is open to anyone who meets Langara College’s 
admission requirements. We also welcome students from 
other post-secondary institutions as well as members of 
the general public who are interested in interdisciplinary 
studies of Asian business and historical culture.
Learn more. 
Kenneth Wong  |  Langara School of Management 
kwong@langara.bc.ca  
www.langara.ca/china-field-studies
“This was the most memorable experience of my post-
secondary education. I loved our classes in Shenzhen. 
It was so interesting to see what post-secondary 
school is like in China. I highly recommend the 
program to any student, no matter what you study.” 
 - Kira Daley, 2016 Program Participant
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From the Editors
Putting together the 2017 issue of Pacific Rim Magazine was 
a fun and rewarding experience. There were challenges, but 
we learned that patience, dedication, teamwork, and a little 
humour go a long way. While selecting content for this issue, we 
found that concern for the environment was a common thread 
in many of the stories. Whether it was wellness, food, travel, 
or community, many of our writers looked for ways to address 
environmental problems. With the search for solutions, writers 
turned to technology for innovative answers. We hope these 
stories and our ideas of social responsibility resonate with you. 
This experience has also given us a deep understanding, 
and appreciation for just how much work goes into every 
single page in a publication. We feel honoured to have worked 
with an enthusiastic group of diversely skilled students 
and dedicated instructors to help shape this year’s issue of 
Pacific Rim Magazine.
The Editorial Team
From the Publisher
The stories you are about to read in the 2017 issue of Pacific 
Rim Magazine represent the vision and dedication of this year’s 
Publishing students. Their thoughtful and engaging stories 
focus on the Pacific Rim region and connect our readers 
across vast distances.
The Publishing Program students took over production of 
the magazine 20 years ago as a cornerstone of their second 
semester. More recently, the launch of our online version, 
langaraPRM.com illustrates another facet of our students’ 
skills, leveraging the digital platform to reach an even broader 
audience than possible in print.
I have always admired each class of Publishing students 
for their commitment to protecting the environment. This 
year’s group takes this concept even further with an eye to 
celebrating the people and ideas that will help make the world 
a better place. We need to back our decisions with thorough 
research and frame them such that we are able to consider 
their long-term consequences.
To our new readers—welcome! And to those of you that 
watch for each year’s new issue, thank you for your ongoing 
interest and support of Pacific Rim Magazine. The magazine 
and website have been an integral part of the education 
of hundreds of students. Please join me in recognizing 
their achievements.
Darren Bernaerdt
Publisher, Pacific Rim Magazine
From the President
This year Canada celebrates 
the 150th anniversary of 
Confederation—a milestone 
that encourages all Canadians 
to reflect upon the growth and 
development of our nation while 
considering the challenges that 
lie ahead. The students who 
have compiled the 29th issue 
of Pacific Rim Magazine have 
created features that address 
issues of social responsibility. 
The stories explore a range of 
topics, including the preser-
vation of eroding hiking trails, 
alternative solutions for travel via cargo ship, the recovery of 
phosphorus from farm waste, and the community development 
of app technology to solve social and environmental problems. 
Students and faculty come to Langara from different 
cultural backgrounds and bring unique experiences. These 
stories are a reflection of the diversity, passion, individuality, 
and sensitivity that define our College community.
It takes a lot of talent and effort from students in the 
Publishing, Professional Photography, Marketing Management, 
and Library & Information Technology Programs to produce 
this publication, and I am proud to congratulate them all on 
another successful edition.
Lane Trotter, EdD
President and CEO, Langara College
Messages
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The new Globe Style 
eNewsletter is your weekly 
guide for inspired living – 
introducing you to the players 
and trends influencing style, 
design, and fashion.
Your free weekly dose  
of style is delivered  
every Thursday.  
Subscribe today at 
tgam.ca/GSnewsletter
ADD A TOUCH OF
TO YOUR INBOX.
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Healthy  
Vegetarian  
Recipes  
by My New 
Roots
Available for iOS
$6.99
This app features over 120 healthy 
vegetarian recipes by Certified 
Nutritional Practitioner, cookbook 
author, and popular food blogger 
Sarah Britton. The app incorpo-
rates vibrant photography and a 
user-friendly interface. Users can 
add recipes to a favourite list, follow 
step-by-step recipe instructions, 
generate shopping lists, and read 
nutritional tips. There are plenty 
of gluten-free and vegan options, 
and the app organizes dishes both 
seasonally and by course. With  
every new update, Britton adds 
new recipes, making the $6.99 
price tag worth the expense. 
Guides by  
Lonely  
Planet
Available for iOS  
and Android
FREE TO DOWNLOAD / 
IN-APP PURCHASES 
AVAILABLE
Planning a trip can be a daunt-
ing task, but the Lonely Planet 
app is here to help. Offering 
101 city guides complete with 
offline maps, phrase books, and 
a currency calculator, it is ideal 
for both new and seasoned 
travellers. “Must see” lists and 
helpful tips rounded up by ex-
pert travellers, in combination 
with the app’s powerful “near 
me functionality,” make it the 
perfect travel resource.
Headspace: 
Guided  
Meditation 
and  
Mindfulness
Available for iOS  
and Android
FREE TO DOWNLOAD / 
SUBSCRIPTION AT 
$12.99 US PER MONTH OR  
$94.99 US PER YEAR
This meditation app helps  
improve mindfulness. It features 
guided meditation for users of 
any experience level, starting 
with a basic introduction to the 
practice and progressing to ad-
vanced practice. The app features 
a buddy system for additional 
motivation and notifications 
keep you on target. It also records 
your progress and allows you to 
download exercises so you can 
practice offline. 
Many apps are designed to 
help solve environmental, 
social, and health issues. Here 
is a list of some of our favourite 
apps that help make the world 
a better place.
Words by Laura Fletcher & Rony Ganon
Illustration by Freda Lewko
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Sources: iTunes and Google Play
Earth-Now
Available for iOS  
and Android
FREE TO DOWNLOAD
This app gives users a chance 
to see Earth’s climate changes 
first hand. Data collected by 
NASA’s Earth Science satellites 
provide information on surface 
air temperature, ozone and 
sea level variations, as well as 
other statistics. Users can spin 
a three-dimensional image of 
the Earth and explore NASA’s 
data, making this app an  
interactive, educational,  
and engaging tool.
Get  
Running 
(Couch to 5K)
Available for iOS  
and Android
$3.99
When it comes to exercising, 
motivation is key. Thankfully, 
this app helps beginners set 
achievable goals. Tailored for 
first-time runners, this app 
starts with 20 to 30 minutes of 
alternating run-walk workouts 
three times a week that slowly 
build in difficulty from week 
to week. According to the app, 
by the end of the nine-week 
regime, users should be able  
to run without stopping  
for 30 minutes!
Duolingo
Available for iOS  
and Android
FREE TO DOWNLOAD /  
IN-APP PURCHASES  
AVAILABLE 
This app enables users to 
master a new language through 
bite-sized lessons and encour-
agement to practice a little bit 
every day. Currently, this app 
offers nine languages on iOS 
and 14 languages on Android 
for English speakers to learn. 
Points earned for correct 
answers advance users through 
increased levels of difficulty. 
Whether it’s learning a language 
for fun, or to strengthen a 
connection, this app makes the 
process easy and enjoyable.
GoodGuide
Available for iOS  
and Android
FREE TO DOWNLOAD
Making ethical and healthy 
purchasing decisions can be 
challenging. GoodGuide  
consolidates product informa-
tion to help consumers make 
smart choices. The app is easy 
to use. By scanning a barcode, 
users are shown nutritional  
information, cleaning and 
hygiene product ingredients, 
customer reviews, alternative 
options, and more. The app 
provides information from 
manufacturers and objective 
professionals so consumers can 
get a complete picture of the 
products they purchase. 
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Access Gallery
Artist-run gallery supports visual artists through bold 
exhibits and unconventional residencies.
Written by Anne-Sophie Rodet
Photography by Jenelle Fajardo-Lavery
In 2015 Access Gallery in Vancouver, BC, launched the Twenty-Three Days at Sea artist residency. The small, non-profit, artist-run gallery offered an opportunity 
for successful applicants to embark on a voyage aboard a 
container ship across the Pacific Ocean from Vancouver, 
Canada to Shanghai, China. The crossing 
takes approximately 23 days and provides 
artists the space, freedom, and time they 
need to create their art. According to Access 
Gallery’s website, “The cargo ship — sailing 
across a vast and ‘empty’ space of the sea, 
nearly always invisible to those on shore 
and yet inextricably threaded through all 
our lives — seemed to offer a near bottom- 
less container for the imagination, for 
narrative, and for cultural critique.” This unorthodox artist 
residency program was initially funded via Kickstarter, but also 
relies on partnerships with different arts organizations and a 
container shipping company.
Access Gallery was founded in 1991 by a group of visual 
arts students from the University of British Columbia. They 
needed a space to show their work as part of their grad- 
uation criteria, but it was hard for the emerging artists to find 
a space that would allow them to display. Access Gallery has 
moved around Vancouver several times over the years, but it 
currently resides in Vancouver Chinatown.
Curator and director Kimberly Phillips says Access Gallery 
aims to create visibility and advocate for up-and-coming 
artists, especially those pushing the 
envelope with experimental visual art. One 
of the ways Access does this is through 
its commitment to pay artists fairly. Even 
though Access has struggled over the 
years, Phillips insists its role is critical in 
the cultural scene. “If there is no place for 
artists who are experimenting, who are at 
the edge of new ideas to show,” she says,“it 
means there is a link that is missing.”
For the exhibits, Phillips can pick artists she encounters 
through her network, but the gallery generally functions on a 
submission basis. This means anyone can present their work 
to the gallery. Phillips stresses the importance of submissions 
for a gallery dedicated to undiscovered artists.
So far, six artists have participated in the Twenty-Three Days 
at Sea residency in 2015 and 2016. Two more are embarking 
on this adventure in the spring of 2017. According to the 
“The cargo ship ... 
seemed to offer a near 
bottomless container 
for the imagination, 
for narrative, and for 
cultural critique.”
Access Gallery provides a space for emergent 
visual artists to show their work.
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1714 Commercial Dr
Vancouver, BC
theturquoisekingdom.etsy.com
@turquiose_kingdom
British Columbia Office:
#206-111 W. Broadway, Vancouver
604-428-7677
Alberta Office:
#13-240057 Frontier Crescent, Calgary
587-284-2437
www.zavoshconsulting.com
• Building Envelope and Structural  
Engineering Services for New and 
Existing Buildings
• Building Envelope and Structural 
Condition Assessments and Design
• Water Ingress (Leak) Investigations
• Building Envelope and Structural  
Maintenance Reviews
• Quality Assurance and Field Reviews
• Project Management
Main ServiceS
 
Engineering firm specializing  
in building science, structural 
engineering, and project  
management.
gallery’s website, when Twenty-Three Days 
at Sea launched a call for applications in 
2015, they “received over 800 proposals 
submitted by artists hailing from sites 
as far afield as Sevastopol, Lahore, São 
Paulo, and St. Petersburg.” Reflecting 
on the overwhelming response, Phillips 
says, “It was obvious that everybody is 
affected by the global shipping industry.”
In addition to Twenty-Three Days 
at Sea, Access Gallery has other projects 
on the go. Foreshore, a yearlong collab- 
oration between Access Gallery and the 
non-profit artist collective Other Sights, 
is both an artist residency and an exhibit 
space. This project was inspired by 
Vancouver’s position on the shoreline, 
and the impact that water has on major 
cities and societies around the world.
Whether through the exhibits, the 
collaborations, or the artist residencies 
Access Gallery offers, the gallery’s focus 
on supporting and advocating for 
emerging artists and their innovations is 
important to the long-term health and 
celebration of Vancouver’s culture. ▲
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Board games have come a long way since the family game night of the ‘80s and ‘90s. Instead of playing another reinvention of Monopoly, board games like Lords 
of Waterdeep catapult players into fantastical new worlds. Each 
player becomes a masked lord with a secret agenda to gain 
political control of Waterdeep city’s seedy underbelly. Players 
deploy agents to complete quests, gain wealth, and recruit 
followers to increase their influence. Every game piece adds 
to the world of Waterdeep: playing cards display gorgeous 
artwork and imagery, and the lore on each card lends itself 
to the immersive nature of the story. Even the pieces of 
gold are intricately designed to mimic real wealth. Modern 
board games have pushed design, art direction, and game 
mechanics to a new level.
Darren Bolton, owner of Strategies Games and Hobbies 
in Vancouver, BC, suggests the Euro classics have inspired 
innovation in the board game industry. Euro classics are 
European board games that broke into the North American 
market in the 1990s and early 2000s. Euro classics like 
Carcassonne, Settlers of Catan, Puerto Rico, and Ticket to Ride are 
easy to master, have relatively short play times, and deep 
strategic elements; a combination that sets Euro classics apart 
from North American games. Bolton believes the success of 
European board games has been fuelled by industry awards like 
Germany’s Spiel des Jahres. Settlers of Catan, designed by Klaus 
Teuber, won the award in 1995. The simple, turn-based dice game 
revolves around resource acclimation, building settlements, and 
gaining victory points. While it may sound similar to Monopoly, 
Back to the Board Game
While video games bring gaming culture into the mainstream,  
people are rediscovering the value of sitting around a table  
and playing games with friends.
Words by Laura Fletcher
Photography by Stephanie Hunter
Illustration by Nelson Chow
Blood Rage is a Kennerspiel des Jahres- 
recommended boardgame that was 
successfully funded via Kickstarter 
with over $900,000 US raised.
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Settlers of Catan plays quite differently. First, 
the board is a hexagon made of tiles each 
representing a type of terrain that yields 
a corresponding resource. Every game, 
the tile placements change, ensuring the 
game remains fresh and challenging. As 
well, the game ends when one player 
reaches 10 victory points, making it a race 
that promotes shorter gameplay. Settlers 
of Catan is a popular entry point for many 
board game enthusiasts, as the game 
perfectly represents the balance between 
simple mechanics and complex strategy 
that Euro games are known for.
The creative bar is set high. Game developers 
continue to produce unique and clever games, and, 
with the popularization of gaming culture, there is now 
a larger audience to appreciate them. Mobile phones have 
brought games to the fingertips of millions of people across the 
world, making gaming a mainstream form of entertainment. 
Newzoo, a market intelligence company, reports the mobile 
gaming global market generated $36.9 billion US in 2016 
and, for the first time, surpassed PC and console gaming. 
Instead of digital gaming overshadowing board games, it 
has opened people up to the idea of gaming in general. As 
Bolton points out, “At the end of the day it’s gaming, and it 
doesn’t matter if it’s digital gaming or board gaming, people 
now have it ingrained in them that they like to play games.”
Ziggy Byrne, former employee at Vancouver’s Drexoll 
Games and a Simon Fraser University Computer Sciences 
graduate, points out that one of the reasons tabletop games 
have stood up to digital gaming is the combination of accessi-
bility, and that “sitting around a table and playing together 
is really important.” As video games become more social, 
Byrne emphasizes an important distinction between board 
and digital. “There are some video games that you can sit 
together and play together like Mario Kart, but there is a skill 
involved in playing those games, like manual dexterity and 
hand-eye coordination. Whereas, the rules to a board game 
are a lot easier. You sit down and someone teaches you the 
rules. You don’t have to be quick, you just have to know them.” 
The beauty of board games is that everyone can participate. 
Growing interest in board games has caught the attention 
of several business owners. Vancouver is home to the successful 
self-proclaimed “nerd bars” Storm Crow Tavern and Storm 
Crow Alehouse. Both offer board games for customers to play 
while enjoying their food. Storm Crow is not the only business 
catering to the nerdy crowd. All across the world, there are 
“At the end of the day it’s gaming 
and it doesn’t matter if it’s digital 
gaming or board gaming, people 
now have it ingrained in them 
that they like to play games.”
Settlers of Catan: 
players build settlements 
on intersecting resource tiles.
Friends enjoying a game of  
Blood Rage.
cafés, bars, and pizzerias, among other establishments, catering 
to people who enjoy gathering and playing board games. From 
Brazil to Australia, the Philippines to the United States, board 
game culture is being re-embraced worldwide.
So what does all this mean? Perhaps that we still value time 
with one another and that face to face interaction can bring 
joy in a way that digital cannot. It means there will always be 
a unique connection with the things you can touch. Sliding 
a wooden game piece, decoding an expression, predicting 
behaviour, sharing laughter, and suspense. It is comforting to 
know that these moments will prevail and many are choosing 
to stay connected through play. We are living in an era where it 
can be difficult to unplug but, thankfully, today’s board game 
creators are making it incredibly fun to do so. ▲
Meet Kramer, a Vancouver, BC, teenager of Indonesian heritage. He is chatty and clever, but has not always shown it. His personal journey has been tumultuous; he has had several different homes in his short life, including 
a stint in a fraternity house (which is evident in a few of his choice phrases). Though 
he was difficult and sometimes violent when he arrived at his most recent home, 
his new caregivers were patient and kind. They eventually gained his trust, and he 
began to reveal his charm and intelligence.
Kramer is a salmon-crested Moluccan cockatoo. He is now safe and happily 
living in the Bloedel Conservatory, a city-funded sanctuary for exotic birds. The 
glass-domed conservatory, located in Vancouver’s Queen Elizabeth Park, houses over 
200 birds of a variety of species including African grey parrots, Amazon parrots, 
cockatoos, macaws, and finches. Vicky Earle, one of the founders of the non-profit 
association Friends of the Bloedel, says most of the birds at Bloedel were adopted 
from aviaries, sanctuaries, and individuals giving up their pets.
A Sanctuary 
Called Home
Living for 100 years has its challenges. Loved ones 
move on, the world changes, and finding lasting 
companionship can seem impossible.
Words by Stephanie Thompson
Photography by Gabriel Martins
Illustration by Maisey Chan
The domed Bloedel Conservatory’s 
carefully controlled climate 
provides a simulation of the birds’ 
natural habitat.
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Kramer’s story is not uncommon. 
The need for sanctuaries like Bloedel 
is, in large part, the result of ignorance 
regarding the care of exotic birds. Many 
species of birds are highly intelligent 
and demanding of their owners’ time 
and attention. Earle likens these birds’ 
behaviour and intelligence to that of a 
human toddler. Moreover, larger species 
like macaws have been reported to live 
up to 100 years in captivity, which means 
birds can outlive their owners. Even 
smaller species like budgies can live up to 
20 years: a longer time commitment than 
a cat or a dog. “It’s common for parrots to 
get re-homed five to seven times in their 
lifetime, and most parrots bond for life,” 
says Earle. Separation can cause a great 
deal of emotional distress for birds.
Greyhaven Exotic Bird Sanctuary 
(Greyhaven) is a volunteer-run organi-
zation based in Surrey, BC. Jan Robson, 
education coordinator at Greyhaven, 
is keen to spread awareness about the 
realities of bird ownership. The sanctuary 
took in 584 birds from the World Parrot 
Refuge in Coombs, BC, after it closed in 
the summer of 2016. Approximately 230 
birds remain in Greyhaven’s care.
Gidget
Species: Citron-crested cockatoo 
(Cacatua sulphurea citrinocristata)
Origins: Lesser Sunda Islands and 
Indonesia
Mali
Species: Greater sulphur-crested 
cockatoo 
(Cacatua galerita galerita)
Origins: Eastern Australia
Rudy
Species: Congo African grey 
parrot 
(Osittacus erithacus erithacus)
Origins: Western and Central 
Africa
Carmen and 
Maria
Species: Green-winged macaws 
(Ara chloroptera)
Origins: Northern South 
America
Kramer, a salmon-crested 
Moluccan cockatoo
Birds of Bloedel
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Birds can also end up in sanctuaries 
after their original owners have died 
and left the bird to a friend or family 
member who may not have the same 
ability or inclination to provide the level 
of care and attention the bird needs. 
Robson says the best home for an exotic 
bird is a knowledgeable one. Prospective 
owners have to be aware that birds 
can only be domesticated to a point; 
the birds remain largely wild animals. 
They are noisy and messy, and these 
behaviours are usually impossible to 
train away.
Despite these difficulties, the demand 
for exotic birds remains high. Bill and 
Shelagh Stienstra ran Tamarac Aviaries 
in Kelowna, BC, for close to 25 years until 
they sold it in 2013. Tamarac Aviaries 
sold birds to large pet stores, and 
Shelagh says the demand was constant. 
Carmen and Maria, 
green-winged macaws
Transporting you for 25 years.
New voices. New colour. Coast to coast.
portalmagazine.ca
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“We were never in a position where we couldn’t sell the birds.” 
African greys were the most popular due to their high level 
of intelligence. “We actually had quite a few that were just 
special. You have to be around them to really understand it.” 
Shelagh recalls an African grey owner she knew who struggled 
with depression. “Her African grey 
always pulled her out of it. The 
bird just seemed to sense when 
it was time for lots of snuggles or 
a little chatter.” The level of care 
required for a bird can force a 
person to get up in the morning, 
or go out to buy food, or just sit with their bird and connect. 
“There are a lot of people who say we shouldn’t be breeding,” 
says Shelagh. “This is the flip side to it.”
Greyhaven has a pet therapy program where they bring 
birds to nursing homes to visit with residents. Robson recounts 
the end of a session when she and the other volunteers were 
asked to visit the dementia patients. Ivy, a little green mitred 
conure, was perched on Robson’s wrist. To the surprise of the 
staff, Ivy’s noise caused one of the dementia patients to smile. 
“They had never seen her smile,” says Robson. “Ivy did her 
job that day.”
It seems unlikely that education alone will eradicate the 
demand for companion birds. People love them too much. The 
bonds birds can form with humans often go both ways. Earle 
says that many of the people who 
give up their birds to Bloedel do 
not want to, but life circumstances 
such as a move or a change in 
health means that some owners 
are no longer able to provide the 
best life for their bird.
Greyhaven’s sponsorship program allows bird lovers to 
help, even though they may not be in a position to adopt a 
bird themselves. However, Robson says the program has 
more value in spreading awareness than generating funding. 
Sponsors tend to be educated about birds, and they may 
encourage a friend or neighbour interested in getting a bird to 
consider their decision carefully. That decision could protect 
a bird like Kramer from the trauma of being shuffled through 
a long series of homes. ▲
“The bird just seemed to sense 
when it was time for lots of 
snuggles or a little chatter.”
www.smalljobspecialist.ca
778-855-3909
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1912
The oldest production 
company in Japan, 
Nikkatsu, launches 
as the Japan 
Cinematograph 
Company.
1923
Night photography 
is used effectively in 
Japan in Ningenku 
(Human Suffering).
1932–1937
Sound was gradually 
introduced into 
Japanese features. 
The new technology 
was opposed by the 
benshi; performers 
who would stand by 
the screen and narrate 
the action.
1941
The NFB production 
Churchill’s Island is 
both the first Canadian 
film and the first 
documentary to win an 
Academy Award.
1929
Frank Borzage’s Street 
Angel, a silent film 
played alongside 
music, is screened 
at the Paramount 
Theatre in Wellington.
1906
The Story of the 
Kelly Gang, the first 
Australian feature 
film, is released.
1939
Canada’s National 
Film Board (NFB) 
launches.
Words by Stephanie Thompson
Illustration by Marianna Vilchez
The history of motion picture spans over 100 years. The advance of 
technologies over that time fuelled the growth of Pacific Rim nations’ 
film industries, culminating in films that would spark worldwide 
interest. Though the movies are as diverse as the people who make 
them, international recognition has allowed us to share our stories 
and make the Pacific Rim feel a little smaller. Here is a snapshot of the 
history of film in Australia, Canada, China, Japan, and New Zealand.
1979
Mad Max
country: Australia
director: George Miller
starring: Mel Gibson  
 Joanne Samuel
In Mad Max’s dystopian future, a 
cop seeks revenge on a biker gang 
for murdering his family. The film  
was part of the government 
subsidized “renaissance” during the 
1970s. Mad Max reached cult classic 
status around the world, and was 
followed by Mad Max 2: The Road 
Warrior in 1981, Mad Max Beyond 
Thunderdome in 1985, and Mad Max: 
Fury Road in 2015.
1954
Shichinin no Samurai 
(Seven Samurai)
country: Japan
director: Kurosawa Akira
starring: Mifune Toshiro 
 Shimura Takashi
Kurosawa Akira’s Shichinin no 
Samurai tells the story of seven 
roaming samurai warriors who 
protect a village from bandits 
in the 16th century. Encyclopedia 
Britannica says it was the “longest 
and most expensive” Japanese film 
at the time of its release, and its 
worldwide critical success brought 
Kurosawa’s work to the global stage. 
Modern Japanese directors like 
Miyazaki Hayao follow in Kurosawa’s 
footsteps, telling epic folk tales 
like Princess Mononoke (1997) and 
Spirited Away (2001).
1994
Huozhe  
(To Live)
country: China
director: Zhang Yimou
starring: Ge You 
 Gong Li
Huozhe chronicles a young family’s 
struggle to survive through the 
1940s to the 1970s, exploring the 
effects of communism on family life. 
The film won the Grand Jury Prize at 
the Cannes Film Festival, though the 
Chinese government barred Zhang 
from going to the ceremony.
1961
Japan’s Mushi 
Productions 
animation studio is 
founded by Osamu 
Tezuka, a prominent 
manga artist.
1954
The Australian 
National Film Board 
produces The Queen in 
Australia, the country’s 
first colour feature.
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1993
New Zealand actor Sam 
Neill plays Dr. Alan 
Grant in Jurassic Park.
1970
The Australian 
government 
successfully boosts 
the nation’s film 
industry; according 
to the Australian 
government, almost 
400 movies were 
made between 1970 
and 1985.
2002
The second installment of 
New Zealand director Peter 
Jackson’s Lord of the Rings 
trilogy, The Two Towers, uses 
motion capture technology 
to bring the character 
Gollum to life.
1986
Chinese filmmaker 
Xie Jin directs Furong 
zhen (Hibiscus Town), 
one of several of his 
films that delve into 
the ramifications of the 
Cultural Revolution.
1966–1977
During Mao Zedong’s 
Cultural Revolution 
China’s film industry 
was almost destroyed.
1978
The Beijing Film 
Academy reopens 
after a hiatus of over 
ten years.
2011
French-Canadian 
director Denis 
Villeneuve’s Incendies, 
based on a play by 
Wajdi Mouawad of 
the same name, is 
nominated for the 
Best Foreign Language 
Film Academy Award.
2015
Australian Director 
George Miller directs 
Mad Max: Fury 
Road, which wins six 
Academy Awards.
Sources: Australian Government, 
Australian National Film and Sound 
Archive, Canadian Encyclopedia, 
Canadian National Film Board, 
Encyclopedia Britannica, Government 
of Canada, Langara Library & 
Information Technology Students, 
New Zealand Film Commission, 
New Zealand History 
2016
Hunt for the  
Wilderpeople
country: New Zealand
director: Taika Waititi
starring:  Julian Dennison 
 Sam Neill
Hunt for the Wilderpeople is an offbeat 
comedy about a grizzled farmer and 
a teenaged Maori boy running from 
the law in the New Zealand bush. 
Based on the novel Wild Pork and 
Watercress by Barry Crump, Hunt 
for the Wilderpeople is the highest 
grossing New Zealand film in the 
country, according to the New 
Zealand Film Commission.
2001
Atanarjuat 
(The Fast Runner)
country: Canada
director: Zacharias Kunuk
starring: Natar Ungalaaq 
 Sylvia Ivalu 
Atanarjuat recounts a millenia-old 
oral legend of a village disrupted 
by a curse. The evil son of the 
tribe leader takes revenge on the 
protagonist, Atanarjuat, after his 
betrothed marries Atanarjuat 
instead. It was the first feature to 
be acted, directed, and written 
by Inuit people. Atanarjuat was 
critically well-received all over the 
world, winning the Caméra d’Or at 
the 2001 Cannes Film Festival and 
Best Canadian Feature Film at the 
Toronto International Film Festival. 
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On Location
Tired of working desk jobs, Toronto Film School graduate Sarah Anderson 
relocates to Vancouver to work in the bustling film industry.
Words by Burhan Osman
Photography by Livio Maynard
Film school graduate 
Sarah Anderson
Packing your bags and moving across the country to find work is a risky venture for anyone. But imagine making that move without any experience in the field you want to enter. 
That is exactly what Sarah Anderson did in the summer of 2015 
when she moved to Vancouver, BC, to find work in its growing 
movie industry. A graduate of Toronto 
Film School and Ottawa’s School of the 
Photographic Arts, Anderson was working as 
an advertising and publishing coordinator 
at a music school before she decided on 
her career move. Although Anderson had 
an educational background in acting and 
photography, she had not pursued work in 
the film industry. Citing a lack of proper 
guidance after film school, Anderson spent 
a few years working office jobs. Growing 
disillusioned with the repetitive and 
mundane nature of these positions, she began to look 
elsewhere. “My last job was at a desk for extended periods of 
time, and I knew that wasn’t for me,” she says. “There really 
wasn’t much variety or growth in that role.” Anderson decided 
on her career change at the perfect time, as Vancouver’s film 
industry shows no sign of slowing down.
Vancouver’s robust film industry is a result of its 
geographical proximity to Los Angeles, a lower Canadian dollar, 
and tax incentives provided by the BC government. According to 
the Directors Guild of Canada–BC website (DGC–BC), there are 
currently over 40 film and TV productions underway. With the 
industry poised for a record-setting year, production companies 
are struggling to find enough talent. “A friend added me to a 
Facebook group that the DGC–BC made,” says Anderson. “The 
page is updated daily with requests for day calls.” She found 
her first job as an assistant director on one of these online 
posts: no experience required. She applied 
and was hired the next day.
She describes her first day on the job as 
a “boot camp in film,” and she got to know 
the ins-and-outs of a movie set quickly. 
Surprisingly, Anderson says her time as 
an advertising and publishing coordinator 
equipped her with more relevant skills than 
film school. Referencing the fast-paced and 
demanding nature of the film industry, 
Anderson says, “I learned from my previous 
jobs to take the work, figure out the best 
way to do it, and how to get it done as fast as possible.” 
While she acknowledges that she is still learning, Anderson 
has built a varied resume in less than one year. She now 
has experience as a production assistant, director’s assistant, 
and cast assistant.
Anderson says her work in the film industry feels completely 
different than her former career. When she is asked if she feels 
this was the right move, she pauses for a moment and says, 
“I really do like the dynamic nature of the movie industry— 
the teamwork. It’s all much more suited to my personality. 
I definitely made the right choice.” ▲
She describes her 
first day on the job 
as a “boot camp 
in film,” and she 
got to know the 
ins‑and‑outs of a 
movie set quickly. 
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The Young Companion Pictorial
Vancouver, BC, Chinatown bookstore owner Peter Lau remembers his former mentor,  
Wu Luen Tak, the founder of The	Young	Companion pictorial.
Words by Maisey Chan
Photography by Valerie Hsu
V ancouver Chinatown’s Floata Seafood Restaurant buzzed with more than its usual Sunday morning activity on August 28, 2016. Volunteers bustled around, meticulously 
adjusting a banner that hung above the stage. Peter Lau took 
several steps back to read the bold Chinese lettering on the 
banner, which announced, “The 90th Anniversary of Shanghai’s 
The Young Companion Pictorial.”
Many people came together that day to celebrate the 
anniversary of the long running Chinese language magazine. 
The restaurant soon filled with fans, friends, and family. In the 
afternoon, the event moved around the corner to Lau’s book-
store, the Liang You Book Co., where 
attendees were given the opportunity 
to flip through his collection of The 
Young Companion’s back issues.
The Young Companion, or Liang You in 
Chinese, was more than a magazine to 
Lau. It was how he met his mentor, Wu 
Luen Tak, the magazine’s founder. The 
Young Companion’s purpose, says Lau, was to showcase Chinese 
culture, as well as societies and landmarks from around the 
world. He says Tak was impressed with the content of foreign 
magazines and wanted to create a magazine for China.
The Young Companion was based in Shanghai, China. The first 
issue was published in February 1926 and was a great success. 
Photojournalism was gaining popularity, and The Young 
Companion was one of the first magazines in China to take 
advantage of the trend. The magazine featured photography 
of landmarks from across China and other nations. Each issue 
is like a museum of illustrations, calligraphy pieces, and even 
comic strips.
The cover of The Young Companion often featured a 
popular celebrity, and articles discussed pop culture and 
current events. According to Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity 
and the Shanghai Global Metropolis, 1926 –1945, the Shu Lun Pan 
Accounting Office reported the circulation of the August 1930 
issue was around 35,000 copies, while the average publication 
at the time would only sell around 1,000 to 2,000 copies per 
issue. The Young Companion showed 
Chinese people parts of the world at 
a time when average citizens rarely 
had the opportunity to travel outside 
their hometowns.
Despite its popularity, The Young 
Companion struggled to stay in print 
during the Second World War, as war 
activity disrupted supply lines and affected distribution. 
The magazine took a hiatus in 1945, and relocated to Hong 
Kong in 1954 where they began to publish again. When the 
magazine launched in 1926, photojournalism was in demand. 
By the 1950s, however, the magazine was re-entering a more 
competitive market.
Lau joined The Young Companion editorial team in 1962 in 
Hong Kong. He saw Tak as his mentor during their time working 
Each issue is like a 
museum of illustrations, 
calligraphy pieces, and 
even comic strips.
The first issue of The Young Companion pictorial
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at the magazine, and Lau says Tak eventually became his 
godfather. One of Tak’s many lessons was to make full use of all 
available assets. Tak released a small children’s book printed on 
leftover paper trimmed from the magazine during production. 
“When printing one issue, we ended up with two issues!” says 
Lau. “Just like that, a ton of money was saved.”
Peter Lau with an issue of 
The Young Companion pictorial
Tak was just as resourceful when he published a book 
celebrating the 40th anniversary of The Young Companion. He 
compiled content from old issues to publish Magnificent China: 
Commemorating the 40th Anniversary of the Young Companion Pictorial 
in 1966; the book is over 500 pages long. The cover is elaborately 
decorated and embroidered with golden yellow thread.
In 1969, American Notes and Queries reviewed Magnificent China, 
“…the book is exciting, useful, and perhaps even important 
because of the variety of its contents and its reminiscent 
reflection on the beautiful arts and great natural scenic 
wonders of Old China.” Magnificent China is Lau’s favourite 
memory of Tak, and he treasures his own copy.
Although The Young Companion suspended production in 
1968, Lau explains Tak was working on another compilation, 
but passed away in 1972. It was a sad memory for Lau who 
was by Tak’s side when he died. Lau inherited assets of the 
magazine. After immigrating to Canada in 1974, he opened the 
Liang You Book Co. in Vancouver Chinatown in Tak’s memory. 
In the 1980s, The Young Companion experienced a brief revival 
under Tak’s son, but ultimately ceased production.
Lau wishes to run The Young Companion again, and looks 
to digital publishing for possibilities. To Lau, the legacy of his 
godfather lives on within the minds of The Young Companion’s 
readers. He hopes to have something special prepared for The 
Young Companion’s 100th anniversary in 2026. ▲
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Goat Yoga
A Q&A with Goat Yoga pioneer Lainey Morse
Interview by Freda Lewko
Illustration by Nelson Chow
P eople are flocking to Oregon’s Willamette Valley to participate in the latest meditative exercise: Goat Yoga. Goat Yoga gained notoriety in 2016 when Lainey Morse 
started offering yoga classes with goats on her No Regrets 
Farm. Morse’s goal is to help those experiencing stress and 
anxiety find healing through her Goat Yoga classes.
How did Goat Yoga begin?
I started Goat Happy Hour with my friends when I was having 
a hard time going through divorce and illness. I just felt like a 
crumbling person. I came home every day and spent time with 
the goats, and it was really hard to be sad and depressed when 
there were baby goats jumping around. I invited my other 
friends over who were stressed from work or whatever they 
were going through. By the time they left they would always 
be happy, so I started calling it Goat Happy Hour. I’m hoping to 
use Goat Happy Hour to help people with stress and illness by 
using the goats as therapy animals.
How did Goat Yoga become so popular?
Who knows? I submitted a story idea to Modern Farmer 
magazine in early 2016 thinking it would be fun. Every time 
you check the news, it’s so depressing and ridiculous. I think 
the story about Goat Yoga just came out at the right time 
to distract people from politics and war. It was a happy, fun 
story and I think that’s why it took off so quickly. I think the 
media who came out here to film it thought it was a big 
joke, but when they got here and saw the ecstatic faces 
of everyone participating, they realized that 
it’s magical and has longevity.
Why are goats good animals for 
animal‑assisted therapy?
Goats are ruminants which means they 
have four stomachs, and like cows they 
regurgitate their cud and chew it for a 
while, which is a methodical process and 
oddly relaxing to watch. They’re very calm 
animals. They play and jump around and 
want to sit by you. I don’t think people 
realize how fascinating goats are until 
they get here and spend time with 
them. I’m a relatively new goat owner. 
It has just been through my personal 
experience that they’ve helped me, and 
I’ve realized that they can help a lot of other people. I’ve seen 
online that there are a lot of other farms doing Goat Yoga as 
well for events such as cancer benefits. It’s mind blowing.
How are you hoping to begin specializing in 
animal‑assisted therapy?
I’m currently searching for therapists in the area that are 
interested in bringing their patients out to be with the goats. 
I’ve been in touch with a few doctors who love the idea but it’s 
a slow process, so I’m starting out with the Goat Yoga retreat 
classes. Goat Happy Hour will become another part of the 
business, so it won’t only be Goat Yoga but animal-assisted 
therapy sessions as well. That’s the end goal I’m hoping to 
make happen by the end of 2017.
Have you had any doctors or therapists come out to the 
farm yet?
Yes, I recently had Dr. Pamela Wible come up to the farm. 
She wants to do a study about how doing yoga with the goats 
around can lower your blood pressure. She took everyone’s 
blood pressure before and after the exercise, and for the 
most part all of them were lower by the end. She’s going to 
do more research and write in a medical journal about Goat 
Yoga’s health benefits.
What do Goat Yoga participants say about their 
experience with the goats?
I always ask participants, “Was it as cool as you 
thought it was going to be?” Every single person 
says it was a magical or amazing experience. 
People travel hundreds of miles from 
Seattle, California, Alaska.... They’re flying 
in to participate in this and they all say 
they’d do it again, so I need to think this 
will be long-term.
What part of this experience has given 
you the most pleasure?
Although I don’t take part in the yoga classes 
(I supervise the goats to make sure they 
don’t eat people’s mats), seeing people’s 
expressions is priceless to me. They’re 
showing pure happiness, and I feel like the 
luckiest person in the world because this gets 
to be a real-life job: making people happy. ▲
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On the door of Poke Community Acupuncture, a sign invites you to be quiet. A smiling volunteer softly asks how you are feeling: if you are tired or hurt. Anyone 
looking for acupuncture treatment is welcome to visit 
the clinic, and a team of acupunks (the practitioners) and 
pokaroos (the volunteers) do their best 
to make the clinic feel like a safe space 
in Vancouver’s East Side.
A feeling of belonging is what Darcy 
Carroll, owner of Poke Community 
Acupuncture, hopes to convey. When 
she first started working as an acupunc-
turist, Carroll felt the high cost of 
treatment made it hard to attend a 
one-on-one session, even for herself. She decided to start 
her own compassionate practice by setting accessible rates. 
Poke opened its doors in 2009. Carroll works alongside four 
other acupunks and pokaroos, and the clinic helps around 300 
people per week.
On the first visit, Poke requires all patients to fill out an 
extensive questionnaire about their health history. After 
reviewing the questionnaire, an acupunk consults with the 
new patient for 20 minutes before the treatment. The low 
price encourages patients to come back as often as they want, 
creating an opportunity for enduring relationships between 
patients and practitioners. Each patient pays $20 to $40 based 
on a sliding scale.
Acupuncture is part of traditional Chinese medicine. It’s 
based on the theory that illness is caused by an energy blockage 
in the body. The energy, traditionally 
called qi (pronounced “chee”), flows 
through pathways in the body called 
meridians. People can get sick or feel 
pain when something disturbs this flow 
of energy. In order to get energy flowing 
freely again, needles, and in some cases 
heat or pressure, are placed on specific 
points of the body.
At Poke, the acupunks practice a method popularized by 
Dr. Richard Tan, in which needles are placed in afflicted areas 
to balance the energy flow. “We quite like this method in that 
it gives us instant feedback. If we are treating elbow pain, for 
example, we can needle into a knee to treat this. We can ask 
the patient to move the elbow and give us feedback,” says 
Carroll. “This is possible to do because the patient does not 
have needles in the elbow, and thus can move around.”
The basic theory present in both conventional and 
community acupuncture is the same, but the experience and 
Acupunks
Conventional acupuncture is often solitary and  
expensive, but a collective healing space in  
Vancouver, BC, offers an affordable alternative.
Words by Natália Peixoto
Illustration by Nelson Chow
Poke Community 
Acupuncture hopes 
to convey a feeling  
of belonging.
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The People’s Organization of Community Acupuncture (POCA) was 
founded in 2011. Their mission is “to work cooperatively to increase 
accessibility to and availability of affordable group acupuncture treat-
ments.” POCA is a cooperative. The organization has over 127 clinics in 
North America operating under its umbrella, including Poke Community 
Acupuncture in Vancouver. 
Cris Monteiro, POCA Events Circle coordinator, describes the practice 
of community acupuncture as something bigger than simply promoting 
holistic treatments. She had been working as an acupuncturist for seven 
years before she began community acupuncture training. “One of the 
main themes of community acupuncture is to make any health care 
affordable by being creative and acting collectively,” she says. “It’s less 
important that our modality of care is ‘alternative’ or ‘holistic’ than that 
we have developed and proven a model for providing care that is more 
affordable and effective.”
Practitioners, volunteers, and patients are welcome to join POCA 
to find a place for treatment. POCA also offers education to those who 
want to become acupunks, and gives guidance to those who want to 
open and maintain a community acupuncture clinic.
the cost are quite different. At a typical 
acupuncture session in Vancouver, a practi-
tioner examines one client at a time in what 
looks like a doctor’s office. A single session 
can cost up to $200. At Poke, like other 
community acupuncture clinics, patients 
are treated together in a large room. They 
sit in comfortable chairs, and the lights are 
pleasantly dimmed. The room is silent, and 
patients with needles poking out of various 
parts of their bodies can be found sleeping 
under warm blankets.
Patients controlling their own access to 
treatment is one of the aspects of comm- 
unity acupuncture that Carroll likes the 
most. “In order for people to be healthy, they 
have to have a choice. I want to give them 
the opportunity to choose their treatment. 
So, it’s about empowerment,” she says. 
Another advantage is the collective room 
setting. The clinic promises that even 
though the room is shared, the patients have 
their private space respected. Carroll says 
that the collective environment actually 
helps the healing process because, “Nobody 
heals in isolation.” ▲
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School of Thoughtfulness
The inclusion of social and emotional learning in schools  
helps balance the hearts and minds of tomorrow.
Words by Tessa Arden
Photography by Coleen de Guzman
Illustration by Nelson Chow
T he bell rings at 9:00 am sharp. Twenty-one children pour into a first grade classroom and stand in front of four coloured squares: red for angry, yellow for happy, blue 
for sad, and green for calm. The children take turns placing 
their names in one of these squares. They find their seats, and 
the day begins.
The four coloured squares make up a mood meter, one of 
many tools modern teachers are using to help educate children 
about their emotions. The meter teaches children to recognize 
how they feel, think about how they might want to feel, and 
how to make that shift. By sharing their mood, the children 
learn all emotions are okay and their classroom is a safe place. 
The benefits of the mood meter extend to the teachers. It 
provides them insight into their students’ state of mind.
Early childhood educator Frankie Sobers of Vancouver, BC, 
puts it this way, “Respect for your fellow kids and inclusion 
would be two things [I want kids to take away from here]. 
Regardless of whether you’re a 3-year-old or a 33-year-old, you 
still need to respect your fellow man.”
The importance of social emotional learning (SEL) is 
something today’s schoolteachers have come to understand, 
and there is research to support this knowledge. In a technical 
report by Payton, J. et al titled “The positive impact of social 
and emotional learning for kindergarten to eighth-grade 
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students: Findings from three scientific 
reviews (2008),” over 300 research 
studies on SEL were examined. The 
report states, “Social emotional learn- 
ing programs improved students’ social-emotional skills, 
attitudes about self and others, connection to school, positive 
social behaviour, and academic performance; they also 
reduced students’ conduct problems and emotional distress.” 
The report concludes that, “SEL programs are among the 
most successful youth-development programs offered to 
school-age youth.”
The Dalai Lama Peace and Education Center, a charitable 
Vancouver-based organization, runs the Heart and Mind 
programs, which are geared towards educating the heart along 
with the mind. The project lists five positive human qualities 
that make up heart-mind well-being: compassionate and 
kind, solves problems peacefully, secure and calm, alert and 
engaged, and gets along with others.
These qualities are key in light of the understanding 
that learning and teaching are innately relational processes. 
Vancouver-based early childhood educator Miriam Arden 
says, “Teaching and learning, none of that can happen without 
relationships. Relationships are the foundation to everything. 
Relationships between children. Relationships between 
teacher and student. Between teachers. We need strong 
relationships in order to build strong communities. 
And so it all starts with social emotional learning.”
In the United States, the MindUp program, an 
educational initiative spearheaded by actress 
Goldie Hawn, similarly advocates the benefits 
of SEL. The program encourages practicing 
“brain breaks” and taking “mindful action 
in the world.” The MindUp framework has 
been adopted in schools across the US and 
has gained popularity in Canada as well.
The Roots of Empathy (ROE) pro- 
gram, developed by Canadian Mary 
Gordon, has been implemented in schools 
in North America, Europe, and as far as 
New Zealand. ROE, an experience-based 
program, involves bringing an infant to a 
classroom every three weeks throughout 
the school year. The children get to observe 
the baby and see it grow. They identify the 
baby’s emotions, and in the process, learn 
about their own. The program has shown success 
in increasing positive social behaviours such as 
helping and sharing, and decreasing negative ones like 
anger and violence.
In September 2016, BC imple- 
mented SEL in kindergarten to grade 
nine curriculums. The new curriculum 
identifies three core competencies 
at the heart of learning: communication, thinking, and 
personal and social competency. Although SEL has been an 
implicit part of teaching in BC for years, this is the first time 
those goals have been explicitly stated in the curriculum. The 
change is momentous for SEL and educators, as it marks a shift 
from traditional teaching methods towards a more modern and 
comprehensive approach.
The focus of this new curriculum is in line with present 
needs and thinking, and reflects what we now know about 
how children learn. As Miriam Arden says, “Academics are 
important, but what I want children to learn in school is to 
be kind, compassionate, empathetic human beings, who treat 
others with respect, and who go about the world in a way that 
is socially responsible.” With the widespread adoption of SEL 
in schools, this goal is being shared the world over. ▲
“Social emotional 
learning programs  
are among the  
most successful  
youth‑development 
programs offered to 
school‑age youth.”
The five elements 
of social emotional 
learning as identified 
by CASEL, the 
Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, 
and Emotional 
Learning.
The Hanjin Ottawa anchored outside 
Nakhodka, Russia, photographed by 
Bruce Kirkby.
Words by Anne-Sophie Rodet
Although an uncommon form of transportation, 
travellers do embark on cargo ships and container ships 
for an experience that is far different from a conventional 
cruise. Every year, 3,000 to 4,000 people travel by freighter, 
compared to 23 million people who travel by cruise ship, says 
Kevin Griffin. Griffin is the owner of The Cruise People Ltd., 
a travel agency based in London, United Kingdom. Griffin 
explains that passenger transportation isn’t a priority for 
the multibillion-dollar cargo ship industry; it only represents 
a sub-activity.
Vancouver, BC, resident Shelby Tay first heard of cargo 
ship travel from friends of friends. In 2016, Tay planned a trip. 
Hoping to avoid airplanes, she began to explore travel by cargo 
ship. However, she quickly realized there is little information 
available online on this form of travel. In fact, fewer than a dozen 
travel agencies in the world specialize in freighter travel. Some 
shipping companies, such as CMA CGM based out of France, 
have their own booking agency, but only offer their shipping 
routes as destinations. This can be quite limiting compared to 
booking through an agent who, according to Griffin, can present 
up to 300 routes to their customers.
Is freighter travel better for the environment? In an article 
for The Telegraph in January 2008, Charles Starmer-Smith looked 
at Carnival cruise company and their carbon emissions, and 
found that, “401g of CO2 is emitted per passenger per kilometre, 
even when the boat is entirely full. This is … more than three 
times that of someone travelling on a standard Boeing 747 or a 
passenger ferry.” While the global shipping industry’s emission 
levels are quite high, the passenger’s carbon footprint on cargo 
ships is close to zero as travellers only represent a minuscule 
portion of the load, and unlike the cruise industry, the freighters 
would carry on their activities without passengers on board.
For the past 10 years, Hamish Jamieson, co-owner of the 
New Zealand-based agency Freighter Travel, has seen an 
increasing number of travel inquiries from people who are 
concerned about the environment. Jamieson says he receives up 
to two or three requests per day for information from environ-
mentalists he terms “greenies.” He breaks down the freighter 
travel market into three categories: first, the people who can’t 
travel by plane because they are either afraid of planes or they 
have health issues that prevent them from flying; second, the 
people who love the sea and have nostalgia of sea travels; and 
third, the “greenies.” However, Jamieson says often, “When they 
find out that the cost of a freighter voyage is three, maybe four 
times the price of an airline ticket, they stop being green.”
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Bruce Kirkby is a well-known Canadian wilderness writer, 
an award-winning adventure photographer, and former host 
of CBC’s No Opportunity Wasted. Kirkby, who lives in Kimberley, 
BC, considers freighter travel worth the expense. Kirkby set off 
in 2014 with his wife and their two young children, along with 
a small TV film crew. The trip was part of Travel Channel’s 
Big Crazy Family Adventure, for which Kirkby is a producer. The 
crew filmed the family’s adventures on their voyage from 
the family’s home in Kimberley to the Indian Himalayas. 
The family boarded a container ship to cover the leg from 
Vancouver, Canada to Busan, South Korea. Kirkby says that for 
the cost of a stay in a medium-priced hotel, they got to cross an 
ocean. Cargo ship travel rates are determined by day, and on a 
16-day trip, Kirkby paid less than $6,000 for his whole family.
To justify the expense of her three-week trip, Tay 
compared it to a three-week vacation in Europe, 
and concluded she would rather pick the 
freighter adventure. “For me, it was really, 
really, special,” she says. She broke the 
price down into “the travel part of it, the 
food and accommodation part of it, and 
then just the space it created and the 
magic of being on the water.”
The daily ticket cost of cruise ships 
and cargo ships can be similar, but there 
are more amenities on cruise ships. On 
the surface, a cruise ship might seem like a 
better deal, but as Jamieson points out, on-board 
spending should not be underestimated. “Once they’re 
on board, the cruise will milk the passengers as much as they 
can,” he says. A glass of wine can cost up to $15 compared to 
$9 for a full bottle, or in some cases even complimentary, on 
a cargo ship. Cruises also offer expensive guided tours. It adds 
up. Jamieson recounts that on a 12-day cruise with his wife, 
he paid $6,000 compared to the $4,000 he paid for a 12-day 
cargo ship voyage. After the cruise, “We felt ripped off, we felt 
cheated,” Jamieson says.
Jamieson and many other travellers prefer the freedom 
of the freighter. He enjoys the liberty to venture along the 
deck as he pleases without having to compete with 2,000 
other passengers. Cargo ships can only take a maximum of 
12 passengers without a doctor on board. Jamieson says that 
passengers can visit the bridge, interact with the crew and the 
captain, and even visit the engine room without having to pay 
an additional fee, unlike on a cruise ship.
Jamieson recalls giving a book to a passenger who expressed 
concern that he would get bored on the ship. After the trip, 
Jamieson asked the passenger what he thought of the book, but 
the passenger responded he had been too busy to read. 
On board a cargo ship, three meals set the tempo for the 
day. Passengers can eat with the crew or the officers if they 
wish. Several travellers relate walking on deck for 
two or three hours a day. Depending on the 
weather, they would also spend time reading 
either inside their cabin or on deck with 
a view of the seemingly infinite ocean. A 
travel blogger (who prefers to be known 
by the Twitter handle @fprntsfotos) 
said over a phone interview that they 
have travelled on three different ships 
so far. The experience varied according 
to the number of other passengers on 
board, which ranged from zero to four. 
While it was nice to get to know their fellow 
travellers, they also appreciated the option 
to retreat to their cabin when needed, “It’s kind 
of ideal. You can have as much company or as little as you 
want.” On a freighter, people can detach themselves from their 
everyday life. Cargo ships don’t have Wi-Fi. “It’s a good way 
of contemplating your life, taking a bit of time off from the 
hustle and bustle of your normal life. It’s just unique for a lot of 
reasons,” @fprntsfotos says.
Kirkby and his family aimed to travel without flying, but 
they almost gave up for the Pacific leg of the trip, as children 
Tay broke the price 
down into “the travel 
part of it, the food and 
accommodation part of it, 
and then just the space it 
created and the magic of 
being on the water.”
The Hanjin Ottawa setting sail  
from Vancouver, BC, photographed 
by Bruce Kirkby.
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under five years old are usually not allowed on 
board for safety reasons. Passengers older than 79 
years cannot travel by cargo ship, because cargo 
ships generally don’t have a doctor on board. For 
the same reason, travellers often need to provide 
an up-to-date medical certificate and immuni-
zation records before departure. Otherwise, the 
requirements to board a cargo ship are minimal: 
a passport and sometimes a visa, depending on 
country-specific requirements.
When travelling by freighter, passengers need 
to accept sudden changes of plan and remain 
flexible. The Kirkbys’ ship detoured to Russia 
on its way to South Korea because the shipping 
company wanted to take advantage of a sudden 
drop in fuel prices there. Because his family didn’t 
have visas for Russia, they had to go through an 
impromptu immigration process. With this diversion, the 
arrival at their destination was delayed by two days. “This 
experience underlines that it is still an adventurous way of 
travelling, not as certain as a plane,” says Kirkby. The exact date 
of departure can also fluctuate a day or two.
Even though cargo ships cover a wide range of routes, 
travel agent Jamieson says that some destinations do not get 
serviced by shipping companies. Destinations including India, 
Vietnam, and Indonesia have a long history of corrupt custom 
authorities; Jamieson explains that they tend to demand bribes 
for on-board passengers. Looking after passengers does not 
constitute a core activity, so shipping companies would rather 
limit the routes available to passengers than find a solution, 
Jamieson says. Other risks at sea may include piracy, but travel 
agent Griffin maintains that pirates are far less likely to target 
cargo ships because the ships are fast, tall, and large. 
In his 20-year career in the cargo ship travel business, 
Jamieson has had roughly 100 customers a year, and only two 
did not like the experience. “A lot of people get hooked,” he says, 
“A great proportion of my passengers are repeat passengers.”
Some travellers don’t want to get off at the end of their trip, 
others book a new trip as soon as they are back on land. Is it 
the fresh air on deck, or the gentle sway of the ship against the 
waves, or the sunsets that stretch along an infinite horizon? 
Could it be the flying fish, the dolphins, and the whales that 
keep people coming back? Whatever the pull may be, it seems 
that life at sea and the peaceful pace on board a cargo ship 
have hypnotic powers. ▲
Kirkby photographs his family 
talking with a crew member.
the
fifteenth
element
People need to start talking about phosphorus. 
Even if we don’t know it, we need it to live,  
and the truth is, we’re running out.
Words by Rony Ganon
Photography by Chelsea McKenzie
Illustration by Nelson Chow & Freda Lewko
Phosphorus cannot be created or destroyed. It is fifteenth on the Periodic Table of Elements, and it is one of the fundamental building blocks of life. “Absolutely everything that grows, that lives, 
must have phosphorus on a basic cellular level,” says Donald S. Mavinic, 
PhD, professor in the Civil Engineering department at the University of 
British Columbia (UBC). Phosphorus is an absolute necessity for growing 
food and, aside from being an essential ingredient in fertilizer, it can be 
found in everything from DNA to dynamite, from Kraft single slices of 
cheese to lithium-ion batteries. The needs and uses for phosphorus are 
plentiful, but its sources and supply are in short order. 
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Phosphorus is primarily mined as phosphate rock from 
surface deposits of two- to three-million-year-old skeletal 
remains of marine animals. According to Dr. Mavinic, “The 
largest producer and shipper of phosphate rock is Morocco, and 
the Moroccans control about 90 per cent of all global phosphorus 
reserves.” Previously China and Russia were big exporters 
as well, but because it is a non-renewable resource, their supply 
of high quality, clean, and economically extractable phosphate 
rock is limited. “We think there’s 
somewhere between 30, maybe 
40 years’ supply left and that’s 
about it. That’s where the real 
problem is,” says Dr. Mavinic. 
Enter the idea to recover phos- 
phorus from waste and recycle it.
Phosphorus cannot be lost 
in the atmosphere, because it 
does not have a gaseous phase. In fact, phosphorus can be used 
over-and-over if recovered properly. It is, however, impossible 
to synthesize in a lab. Dr. Mavinic says experts estimate the 
human body only uses about two per cent of the phosphorus it 
ingests and the rest is excreted. “It’s a huge waste of a valuable 
resource unless you get into the sewage recovery business 
like we did,” he says, referring to his role in founding Ostara 
Nutrient Recovery Technologies Inc. This internationally-
acclaimed company based in Vancouver, BC, specializes in 
recovering nutrients from municipal and industrial wastewater 
in the form of struvite (magnesium, ammonium, phosphate).
Human waste is one thing, but farm animal manure is a 
whole other nutrient gold mine. Victor Lo, PhD, also a professor 
in the Department of Civil Engineering at UBC, is currently 
heading research into methods for recovering nutrients from 
farm animal manure. Dr. Lo and his team have established 
a process known as microwave enhanced advanced oxidation 
process (MW-AOP). Asha Srinivasan, PhD, who is a post-doctoral 
fellow at UBC and a member of Dr. Lo’s research team, describes 
MW-AOP as a two-part process. Part one breaks down the solids 
to facilitate the recovery of the nutrients in liquid form. Part 
two crystalizes the nutrients into struvite pellets, which are 
used as slow-release fertilizers.
Dr. Lo says he and his team 
have been very lucky to work 
with the UBC Dairy Education 
and Research Centre (UBC Dairy 
Centre) in Agassiz, BC, using it as 
a site to test and demonstrate 
the MW-AOP technology. An 
official unveiling is planned to 
take place within the first six months of 2017 to show how 
manure processing can occur on individual farms. “We’re 
looking at a custom designed 25-kilowatt microwave unit to 
do the on-site demonstration at the UBC Dairy Centre. This 
one should be able to treat the liquid manure from up to about 
120 dairy cows operating 24 hours a day.” According to Holger 
Schwichtenberg, chair of Mainland Milk Producers Association, 
vice chair of British Columbia Dairy Association, and owner of 
Holberg Farms in Agassiz, the average dairy farm in the Fraser 
Valley has about 135 cows. This is significantly larger (in terms 
of cattle) than the average dairy farm in the rest of Canada, 
which has about 75 cows.
It may seem counter-intuitive to go through the trouble 
of processing animal manure into fertilizer when the manure 
“We think there’s somewhere 
between thirty, maybe forty 
years’ supply left and that’s 
about it. That’s where  
the real problem is.”
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is already rich in nutrients. According to Schwichtenberg, 
current manure management practice in the Fraser Valley 
is to spread the manure back onto the land directly in 
lieu of chemical fertilizer at specific times of year that 
make sense for the plants. Using himself as an example, 
Swichtenberg says, “We usually spread sometime in March, 
weather allowing, for the first crop of grass silage. And 
again, weather permitting, we apply some to our cover crop, 
which is planted where last year’s corn was, and then you 
go through the season again. The idea being that you spread 
what your plants require and not in excess.”
To prevent over saturating the soil with nutrients, 
spreading manure in the fall and winter is generally 
banned in BC, as these are not crop grow ing seasons. During 
these months, livestock farmers are required to store 
their manure. However, 
eventually spreading is 
inevitable. Dr. Lo says the 
MW-AOP is only aiming to 
recover about half of the 
phosphorus available in 
the manure to preserve 
some of the phosphorus 
in the spreading manure. 
In this way, “[The operation] is sustainable, but not 
polluting,” says Dr. Lo. Furthermore, it ensures farmers do 
not have to purchase and use chemical fertilizer. They can 
simply use the manure produced on their farms instead.
Spreading manure directly on large areas of land is 
relatively safe for the environment. Spreading on small plots 
of land, however, can cause nutrient imbalance in the soil, 
according to Dr. Lo. In fact, Dr. Mavinic explains that plants 
take up only about 20 per cent of phosphate fertilizer. The 
rest builds up in the soil, eventually either contaminating 
the groundwater, or washing away into receiving bodies 
of water and causing eutrophication. “Eutrophication is 
an explosion of green growth, as I call it to my students,” 
says Dr. Mavinic. Eutrophication happens when an excess 
of nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus) end up 
in receiving bodies of water. Phosphorus, in particular, 
wreaks havoc because, “It is a limiting nutrient [meaning 
it is required by the plants in the water]. When you put 
too much in, it gets into the milfoil algae and all kinds of 
green growth in the receiving body [of water] just explodes,” 
says Dr. Mavinic. These algal blooms have been observed 
in lakes and rivers all over the world, and are of major 
concern due to the imbalance they cause in ecosystems. 
Essentially, algal blooms suffocate all other forms of life in 
a body of water.
According to Environment Canada, signs of eutrophi-
cation in North America first appeared in the Great Lakes, 
primarily in Lake Erie, in the 1960s. In 1972, Canada and 
the United States signed the Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement (GLWQA) with 
the goal of preserving 
the Lakes by reducing 
the amount of nutrient 
pollution and restoring 
the Lakes’ ecosys tems. 
It is a slow and arduous 
process. “We’re almost 
50 years at this and the 
[GLWQA] are still having problems,” says Dr. Mavinic. “It’s 
not that easy to undo once the damage is done.”
Technologies to recover phosphorus could be key in 
preventing further damage to the environment due to 
eutrophication. Referring to the upcoming demonstration 
at the UBC Dairy Centre, Dr. Srinivasan says, “Hopefully that 
will generate awareness towards phosphorus recovery from 
animal manure, and in general about manure management, 
so we will be able to help move towards improving the 
sustainability of manure management practices, especially 
in the Fraser Valley.”
Dr. Lo would like to see MW-AOP commercialized. Down 
the line, farmers could sell the struvite pellets as fertilizer 
to generate additional revenue. Dr. Lo says it would be up 
Dr. Victor Lo visits the UBC 
Dairy Centre in Agassiz, BC, 
to oversee the installation of 
the microwave unit.
These algal blooms have been 
observed in lakes and rivers all  
over the world, and are of major 
concern due to the imbalance  
they cause in ecosystems.
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to individual farmers to decide if they would pursue 
this, but the notion of seeing a monetary return on 
animal manure is an innovative one. It could be a 
great opportunity for BC dairy farmers in particular, as 
the Fraser Valley region offers optimal dairy farming 
conditions such as a moderate climate, a long growing 
season, plenty of water, and fertile soils.
Schwichtenberg hints at changing mindsets and 
acknowledges that the dairy industry is committed to 
recognizing advances in science, social responsibility, 
and consumer confidence. “Not everybody quite thinks 
that way yet,” he says. “It takes time, it takes effort, it 
takes money.” Drs. Mavinic and Lo know the technology 
to recover phosphorus from waste is functionally 
there, but is not widely accepted yet. Dr. Mavinic says 
one of the biggest challenges has been dealing with 
municipal governments. Dr. Lo says research funding 
has been a big problem. Dr. Srinivasan agrees, and 
adds raising awareness and creating incentives for 
implementation to the list.
The fact of the matter is phosphorus is essential for 
all life, and we are running out. It is imperative that we 
accept and adopt technologies to recycle it. “The biggest 
message is that we have to take this very seriously,” says 
Dr. Mavinic. “People don’t even talk about phosphate or 
realize how important it is, but you can’t do business 
without it; we cannot survive. Every life form requires 
it right down to the cellular, molecular level. You need 
water, but you also need phosphorus and we 
better start paying attention.” ▲
A Bit About Biogas
In addition to being a good source of recov-
erable nutrients, farm animal manure can 
also generate energy in the form of biogas, 
which is mostly methane and carbon dioxide. 
Asha Srinivasan, PhD, post-doctoral fellow at 
UBC’s Department of Civil Engineering, explains 
that anaerobic digestion, which breaks down 
manure and organic waste in the absence of 
oxygen, leaves behind biogas. According to the 
Canadian Biogas Association, “Biogas produces 
renewable heat, electricity, and pipeline quality 
gas that can be stored in the pipeline and used 
for transportation, household heating or indus-
trial, commercial and institutional processes.” 
CH Four Biogas (CH Four), a company head- 
quartered in Ottawa, ON, with field offices 
across Canada and the United States, special-
izes in anaerobic digestion. One CH Four proj-
ect involved the installation of a biodigester 
on Seabreeze Farms in Delta, BC, and has been 
running since 2015. According to CH Four, “The 
facility produces biogas that will be cleaned 
and then sold to FortisBC, and injected into the 
existing natural gas pipeline.” Ethan Werner, 
the majority owner of CH Four Biogas, says the 
daily amount of biogas generated on Seabreeze 
Farms is enough to power 1,000 homes.
Victor Lo, PhD, professor at UBC’s Depart- 
ment of Civil Engineering, says biodigesters tra-
ditionally take around 30 days to break down 
the organic matter into biogas. However, an 
advantage to using the microwave enhanced 
advanced oxidation process (MW-AOP) to break 
down the solids into liquid form first, means 
that the biodigester yields the biogas in only 
three to five days. 
According to UBC Dairy Centre, 
“There are approximately 
960,000 dairy cows in Canada, 
which produce almost eight 
billion litres of milk per year.”
Hiking and mountaineering are popular sports in the Philippines, 
and groups like the Loyola Mountaineers intend to ensure that 
mountain trails are preserved for future generations to enjoy.
Words by Diego Manaligod
Illustration by Freda Lewko
Mt. Ulap in the province of Benguet, 
Philippines, photographed by Charles Pe.
BOARDING PASS
 he Philippines, an archipelago in
 the 
western Pacific, is made up of over 7
,000 
mountainous islands, and is one of 
the 
most ecologically diverse countries 
in 
the world. With many natural sites t
o 
choose from, hiking is one of this isl
and 
nation’s favourite pastimes, and the
 
country has 133 official mountainee
ring 
clubs and organizations.
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Hikers come 
for the view 
but give little 
thought to their 
environmental 
footprint.
BOARDING PASS Peter Torreja
FAVOURITE HIKE: Mount 
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania
Kilimanjaro is the highest 
mountain in Africa at 5,895 
metres above sea level. It was 
Torreja’s most challenging 
hike, spanning seven days. 
On summit day, Torreja 
started at 1:00 am, “literally 
taking baby steps” due to 
the lack of oxygen at such 
high altitude. He arrived at 
the summit just after sunrise 
and was greeted by a view 
of Tanzania from the top of 
one of the world’s largest 
volcanoes.
Charles Pe photographs the Loyola Mountaineers trekking the 16 kilometres to the foot of Mt. Tapulao in the province of Zambales, Philippines.
Mt. Balingkilat in the province 
of Zambales, Philippines, 
photographed by Pe.H iking and mountaineering are also popular draws for tourists visiting the Philippines, and the country is promoted as a hiking 
destination. However, with growing interest in the 
activity, hiking trails are not as pristine as they 
once were. Increased traffic has taken its toll on the 
surrounding soil and plants causing degradation, and hikers 
are leaving trash along the trails. This increased pressure on 
the natural environment is cause for concern to environment- 
alists and hikers alike.
Peter Torreja, a Saudi Arabia-based nurse originally from 
Vancouver, BC, has travelled to 60 countries and six continents 
within 10 years. Torreja believes social media 
plays a role in the growing popularity of hiking. 
Instagram is a great medium for showing off 
the beauty of mountain trails. Torreja says 
that he is motivated to plan a hike when he 
sees an inspiring photograph on social media. 
The group @hikingculture, a self-proclaimed 
official hiking page, has over 100,000 followers. 
The feed features breathtaking pictures of 
landscapes from around the globe. Anybody 
can contribute by including the hashtag 
#hikingculture in their post. Apps are another platform that 
encourage outdoor activities. Apps like Meetup are used as a 
means to organize groups interested in hiking.
With more people hiking mountain trails, Torreja worries 
that trail closures will occur, making it more difficult for the next 
generation of hikers to have the same experiences. The use of 
hiking sticks and poles damages the trails and the surrounding 
areas. The more people that hike a trail, the more erosion that 
trail suffers. Torreja points to the annual closure of Peru’s Inca 
Trail in February to allow vegetation to recover.
Jessie Libiran, a businesswoman from Manila, has 
hiked 26 mountains. Libiran says the Philippines is teeming 
with mountains and trails, so it is easy and inexpensive for 
anyone to go for a hike. She believes this is a factor in the 
recent surge of hikers she has seen there. The downside is 
that some trails, like the Inca Trail, are overused. Libiran 
explains, as a result of over hiking, plants 
do not grow anymore and the trails erode. 
“It is not healthy, and there should be a limit 
[to the number of hikers],” she says. Libiran 
believes that each individual should do their 
part to help preserve the environment, and 
has a small hiking group of her own. “I create 
events, cleanup drives,” she says.
In 1993, Loyola Mountaineers, a Philippine 
student-run organization, was created to 
promote its three core values: environmental 
awareness, responsible mountaineering, and indigenous 
community advancement. These values are reflected in 
the “Leave No Trace” principle, which is a way of hiking that 
minimizes a person’s environmental footprint. Loyola 
Mountaineers engage in multiple efforts beyond “leaving 
no trace” when they hike, including tree planting efforts, 
indigenous community visits, and fundraising events.
Charles Pe, student and vice-president of the Loyola 
Mountaineers in Manila, says that three years ago it was only 
his group and a few others climbing what are now popular 
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Jessie Libiran
FAVOURITE HIKE: Mount 
Pulag, Philippines
Mount Pulag is the 
second tallest peak in the 
Philippines at 2,922 metres 
above sea level. Upon 
reaching the summit, Libiran 
was rewarded by the sight 
of Mount Pulag’s famous 
“Sea of Clouds” — a vast 
expanse of low-lying clouds 
stretching as far as the eye 
can see. The spectacular 
view was unobstructed due 
to the mountain’s impressive 
altitude.
Mt. Kanlaon, in 
the province of 
Negros, Philippines, 
photographed by Pe.
mountains. Pe estimates mountains like Mount Pulag and 
Mount Batulaw receive close to 500 visitors every weekend. 
With this increase, Pe has observed more trash on the trails. 
He points out that hikers “come for the view,” a driving force 
behind the hobby, but give little thought to their environ-
mental footprint.
Some hiking trails require permits and make it mandatory 
to have a local guide present throughout the hike. Despite 
these regulations, Pe says visitors often throw their trash on 
the trail. Other trails do not require guides and lack regulations 
regarding waste disposal. As a result, visitors are careless, and 
the environment suffers.
Mount Apo, a popular hiking destination in the Philippines, 
was closed in March 2016 due to a forest fire reportedly caused 
by irresponsible hikers. The fire destroyed hundreds of hectares 
of forest. The local government has ordered that Mount Apo 
remain closed for three to five years in hopes of restoring the 
mountain to its natural state. Mount Apo’s trails have also seen 
abuse in the past. In June 2014, a cleanup drive collected 2.6 
tons of garbage from the mountain, reports Edwin Fernandez 
of the Inquirer News in his article “2.6 Tons of Garbage Left 
by Climbers at Mt. Apo — PAMB.” Other mountains in the 
Philippines have been damaged by hikers as well. In October 
2016, another notable hiking destination, Pico de Loro, was 
closed indefinitely for rehabilitation.
Clubs like the Loyola Mountaineers are not alone in their 
efforts to preserve mountain trails. The third National Mountain 
Clean-Up Day was held in June 2016. Hiking clubs from all 
over the Philippines, in collaboration with the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, organized the cleanup 
of approximately 60 mountains across the country. On Mount 
Talinis alone, a famous volcano with horn-like peaks, over 100 
kilograms of garbage was collected.
The true purpose of Loyola Mountaineers is to instill a 
lifelong code of environmental ethics in its members. Many 
of its graduates have become environmental advocates and 
joined influential organizations, such as Greenpeace, World 
Wildlife Fund, and the United Nations. Through education 
and individual effort, Loyola Mountaineers hope to preserve 
mountain environments for future hikers.
The things that pull people towards activities like 
hiking — the natural beauty and the wide open green spaces — are 
the very things they are destroying. The Philippines is one of 
several countries that have seen the effects of negligence and 
overuse of mountain trails. In 2011, the Saving Mount Everest 
Project collected 8.1 tons of garbage along trekking routes 
from Lukla to Everest Base Camp. In December of 2016, many 
Canadian National Park trails were rated as being in poor 
or fair condition. The challenges of environmental rehabili-
tation are varied, but organizations like Loyola Mountaineers 
and individuals like Jessie Libiran are working to face these 
challenges. The final step on a hike is not reaching the summit, 
but rather, ensuring the peak and everything around it will still 
be there for future generations. ▲
Ibbaka
 
Donate or Purchase, Your Previously Loved Electronics at the Thrift Store Today
Imagine you are in a room filled with scribbled whiteboards, heads bent over keyboards, and empty energy drink cans crumpled on 
the floor. Sitting among this chaotic mess are 
developers, designers, and entrepreneurs; 
in other words, the creators of tomorrow. 
Hackathons are usually one- to two-day events 
where developers and designers collaborate 
to tackle social problems through creative and 
technological means. Sounds a bit intimidating, 
doesn’t it? If you aren’t a developer, designer, or 
entrepreneur, it might seem overwhelming. The 
good news is if you have an innovative idea and 
a strong work ethic, hackathons can help you 
realize your vision.
Hackathons are an opportunity 
for people with diverse  
skill sets to create positive 
change together.
Words by Nelson Chow
Photography by Valerie Hsu & Livio Maynard
Illustration by Victoria Gibson
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Most hackathons welcome people who don’t know how to code or don’t have technical backgrounds. In his 2015 blog post, “Hackathons 
are for Beginners,” Tim Fogarty, commissioner of Major 
League Hacking, writes he has seen beginners participate 
at every hackathon he has ever been to. Organizers post 
registration forms and the event’s theme on their website 
in advance, and encourage participants to think of ideas 
ahead of time.
Hackathons commonly take place on weekends, 
which gives many people a chance to attend. The 
event can begin as early as 8:00 am with partic-
ipants checking into the venue. The 
organizers kick off the hackathon 
with an introduction to the themes 
and issues to be addressed. The 
attendees pitch their solutions to 
these problems, and then network 
to form teams with other people 
interested in the same ideas. At around 
10:00 am the teams branch off and hack 
away on a solution for the next eight 
hours. After a long and intensive day, the teams pitch 
their idea to a panel of judges. The panel is comprised 
of innovation advocates in fields ranging from public 
health to technology to business. The teams with the 
best solutions often win monetary prizes, but it depends 
on the hackathon.
Hackathons are not just for software developers. 
Hackathons are for anyone who is passionate about 
solving problems. This was the case for Coquitlam, BC, 
resident Grace Zhou. She went to her first hackathon 
in March 2016. Zhou, a master of Science in eHealth 
candidate at McMaster University, was encouraged by her 
professors and peers to attend hackathons as a way to 
explore innovations in health care.
Zhou was one of over 60 people who attended the 
Open Data Hackathon Day (Open Data) on March 5, 
2016 at BrainStation, a technology training institution 
in downtown Vancouver. The hackathon teams’ focus at 
Open Data is to prototype an app idea that makes open 
data easily accessible to people who need it most. Apps 
have to fit in one of six categories: 
transit, environment, social impact, 
best mobile, visualization, and health. 
Teams have less than 12 hours to come 
up with an app that will solve a problem 
in one of these categories.
 At the end of an intense day, over 
15 different projects emerged. Although 
Zhou did not work on an e-health 
focused problem, she was intrigued 
to see how developers and designers might 
undertake an issue of this nature. “I recommend 
people from all different sectors or different stages 
of their career participate, so that everyone can 
share more knowledge and things can be discussed 
from different perspectives,” says Zhou.
Kevin Chen, a master of Engineering Leadership 
in Urban Systems candidate at the University of British 
Hackathons aren’t 
just for software 
developers. They 
are for anyone who 
is passionate about 
solving problems.
Do you have a good app or website idea? 
Are you thinking of attending a hackathon? 
If you have no technical experience, ProtoHack, 
a hackathon that requires no coding ability, 
would be the perfect starting point. ProtoHack 
was created specifically for people without 
technical backgrounds. You get to focus on 
the idea or the product before worrying about 
the coding and business aspects. ProtoHack 
does recommend you learn some prototyping 
tools beforehand, so you have more time to 
focus on fleshing out your ideas. 
According to ProtoHack, up to 150 people 
attend their annual events. Attendees are a 
mix of designers, marketers, and business 
people. To date, the youngest ProtoHack 
attendee was 17 and the oldest was 67. The 
average male to female ratio is 62 per cent 
to 38 per cent. ProtoHack events take place 
in various cities around the world, including 
Milan, Italy; Tuxtla Gutierrez, Mexico; Van-
couver, Canada; and many cities across the 
United States, to name a few. Can’t find a 
ProtoHack hackathon in your city? Try look-
ing for other hackathons. A simple search like 
“hackathons in _______ (your current city)” 
on any search engine will give you plenty 
of options. 
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Columbia, accompanied Zhou to the March hackathon. 
It was the first hackathon Chen attended as well. Chen 
wanted to see how people interact at these events. He 
didn’t have any coding skills, but that did not stop him 
leading the idea development. Chen felt there was a lack 
of convenient tools to help tourists, or even locals, plan 
activities in Vancouver. He pitched an app that could 
make a schedule based on a few simple parameters from 
open data sets. Two other participants liked the idea and 
joined Chen and Zhou in brainstorming how the app 
would function. After eight hours of work, Chen and his 
team pitched their idea. Although they did not win in 
any of the six categories, Chen says, “I like the fact that 
you can come up with a creative, interesting solution. I’ve 
seen some creative ideas out there and how innovative 
people can be.”
The major winner of that night was team Food, Bed, 
Med. They won in three out of the six categories. The Food, 
Bed, Med team consisted of four developers, a designer, and 
three non-technical professionals. The team developed a 
fully functioning pay-as-you go phone service app that 
allows users to text their location to receive information 
on the closest medical clinics available and their hours of 
operation. The goal was to quickly connect people with 
information on social services.
Kurtis Stewart, one of the members of the Food, 
Bed, Med team, has been attending hackathons since 
September 2015. Stewart, who does not have a technical 
background, was the project manager and presenter for 
Food, Bed, Med. He likes hackathons because they show 
how much people can get done in less than eight hours. 
“I’m always just amazed at what we have at the end of the 
day, whether it be a working product or not,” says Stewart.
Food, Bed, Med’s success was not just due to the 
functioning product, but also to Stewart’s ability to pitch 
the idea. “I think there are a lot of great ideas that don’t 
get a really good sales pitch. So, they get put in the bottom 
of the rung,” says Stewart. “The best pitch wins. It doesn’t 
matter how cool the product is or how much time people 
spend on things.”
Hackathons are a great way to create innovative 
solutions, but they also bring people with shared interests 
together. Spending eight hours in a room helps teams 
get to know each other. “I’ve always made really good 
connections with people. I know if I’m showing up for this 
hackathon, it’s the kind of people that I want to meet, 
rather than just scrolling through LinkedIn for business 
contacts,” says Stewart.
If you’re not in the tech or health industry, you’ve 
probably never heard about hackathons before. “If I 
wasn’t in the health care tech knowledge field, I wouldn’t 
be able to hear about it too much,” says Zhou. “If 
you’re in the traditional sector, you wouldn’t 
know what a hackathon is.” Zhou believes 
hackathons can make a big difference, 
and she is not alone. As awareness 
around hackathons grows, people 
from different perspectives and 
diverse backgrounds have an 
opportunity to get involved. This 
gathering of minds promises fresh 
discoveries and innovative ways 
to deal with global issues from the 
environment to the health industry. 
Hackathons can help solve the problems 
that future generations face. ▲
Kurtis Stewart pitches a soluti
on.
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Women Who Code
Words by Katarzyna Krol-Dusza
Illustration by Nelson Chow
W omen Who Code (WWCode) is a global non-profit organization that offers free coding workshops and leadership development opportunities for women. 
It was created in response to the low representation of women 
in the tech industry and is “dedicated to inspiring women to 
excel in technology careers.” WWCode creates an environment 
for women where mentorship and networking are valued, and 
supports women in tech industries around the world. According 
to WWCode, “Companies with the highest representation of 
women leadership have seen a 34 per cent higher return on 
investment than those with few or no women.”
WWCode was founded in San Francisco in 2011. Since 
then, WWCode has expanded to 60 cities spanning nearly 20 
countries, a number of which are in the Pacific Rim. WWCode 
has over 50,000 members, and 100,000 followers on Facebook 
and Twitter. In roughly five years, WWCode has built strong 
relationships in the industry, and is sponsored by 
Google globally and Microsoft in Vancouver, BC.
WWCode has a weekly online publication 
called the CODE Review, a job board, and a popular 
blog where women can easily connect. Each city 
network is listed and potential members can 
contact WWCode directors. An individual or 
company can access a list of events through 
each city’s network and register to host or 
participate in a variety of hackathons, 
workshops, and talks.
Vancouver’s WWCode network 
was  launched  in  ear ly  2017 . 
Vancouver-based network director 
Reetu Mutti was interviewed 
for the WWCode blog about 
the importance of organi-
za t i ons  tha t  p romote 
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the self-actualization of women. 
Mutti says that in her 12-year career 
as a software engineer she has come 
across very few female senior engineers 
in her field, and even fewer who have 
children. The further Mutti moved up 
in her career, the more she noticed an 
imbalance of men to women in senior 
software engineer positions. “The tech 
industry in general, Vancouver specif-
ically, needs organizations like WWCode 
to help address that imbalance,” she says.
In the same blog entry, WWCode 
Vancouver director and co-founder 
Elgin-Skye McLaren writes that the 
network has had a lot of demand for 
events, so these events are clearly 
something that Vancouver wants.
McLaren got into tech because she 
met women who encouraged her to 
do so, and she hopes the network can 
provide the same support for other 
women. The event list is updated often 
and offers a wide range of activities. 
Past events include a tech talk about 
JavaScript at Microsoft, and a screening 
and panel discussion of She Started It at 
the Rio Theatre in East Vancouver.
There is a worldwide demand for 
groups like WWCode. Women working 
together to further their education and 
build relationships is beneficial to the 
companies and economies they are a part 
of. WWCode understands that support 
is key to women moving forward with 
confidence in the tech industry. ▲
The further Mutti 
moved up in her 
career, the more  
she noticed an 
imbalance of  
men to women  
in senior positions. 
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A rt has always been a part of Aaron Nelson-Moody’s life. His father used to leave doodles lying around on napkins, used envelopes, and scraps of paper. His 
mother’s family carved canoes and paddles, so Nelson-Moody 
learned at a young age to work with his hands. “Art never seemed 
like a separate language,” he says. “It always seemed like an 
additional language to speaking and writing.”
At the start of Nelson-Moody’s career, computers were 
rare. “They had computers, but they 
filled a whole room,” he says. He 
took a typing class in high school 
and, because he could type, he was 
given access to a computer at his 
next job. Nelson-Moody taught 
himself desktop publishing along the 
way and later worked at Adbusters 
magazine. “They had a computer 
sitting around like a paperweight, 
and nobody knew how to run it.” So, 
he took it upon himself to lay the 
magazine out in-house. At first, computerization slowed the 
magazine layout down, because the staff had to adjust to 
having so much control over the process. Nelson-Moody says, “I 
got a very good idea of when technology gets in the way, when 
you get too zoomed in, too focused, too controlling.”
Nelson-Moody uses Adobe Illustrator (Illustrator) in his 
work. However, he understands the limitations of digital tools 
because of his experience with emerging digital technology, 
as well as his cultural heritage. “I think the First Nations 
history of connecting with Canada has to do with new 
technology. We have a lot of tradition around integrating 
technology in our community, or historically we did. So, we 
have a sort of critical process; is it making things better, or is 
it just different?”
 Nelson-Moody feels that, when used strategically, modern 
technology can be very useful in the creation of art. He uses a 
big Wacom drawing tablet for some of 
his work, saying this method is much 
more natural than drawing with a 
mouse, or a “brick” as he calls it. “So 
the technology doesn’t get between 
you and your work.”
Nelson-Moody recalls a time he 
had to carve a full-sized totem pole in 
one week. It was no small feat, but he 
finished it with the help of a little tech. 
He started with the design in mind, 
and then drew the design in Illustrator. 
Next, he printed out a stencil and traced it onto a 12-foot log. 
Nelson-Moody says with a totem pole it is easy to lose perspective 
because of its size: you can never tell how it will look until 
it goes up. Drawing the totem pole in Illustrator helped him 
visualize the finished piece.
 Nelson-Moody notes it is important to have the workflow 
down when using technology. He recommends starting 
with pencil drawings, and then bringing the final design 
“Art never seemed like 
a separate language, it 
always seemed like an 
additional language to 
speaking and writing.”
Abundance by Aaron Nelson-M
oody
Tech Meets Tradition
A Coast Salish artist of Scottish and Squamish descent, 
Aaron Nelson-Moody combines technology and tradition in his art practice.
Words by Tessa Arden
Photography by Diego Manaligod
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Aaron Nelson-Moody carving an original 
piece to be donated to Langara College.
into Illustrator. “You don’t want to sit 
down at the computer and start to try 
to make up a design.” Nelson-Moody 
recalls one of his design teachers saying, 
“You do everything by design or you do 
everything by default,” and has operated 
by this principle ever since. 
Expression is a key concept in 
Nelson-Moody’s life. In his early years, 
this took the form of writing. “It’s just 
another way of expressing yourself. So, 
the native art, some people say it’s not like 
writing: it is writing.” For Nelson-Moody, 
art is also about involving other people. 
Instead of telling his audience what to 
think, they get to interpret his art based 
on their own experience. This concept 
of sharing, not telling, is especially 
important in Coast Salish culture. 
“The idea that we’re not trying to tell 
everyone what to think,” he says. “We’re 
actually trying to listen for what people 
have to say.” Through listening and 
exchanging ideas, whether in the form 
of art or just conversation, we come to 
a better understanding of each other 
as human beings. ▲
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To Bee or Not to Bee
Psychologists study the behaviour of bumblebees  
to better understand the nature of cognition.
Words by Craig Bergen
Illustration by Nelson Chow
A radio-frequency identification (RFID) chip rests between the wings, where there is just enough room for the device to sit. Roughly 600 Bombus impatiens, otherwise 
known as bumblebees, have this device glued to their backs. It is 
an arduous task, says Levente Orbán, PhD, psychology professor 
at Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU), BC. 
Tagging a colony of 600 bumblebees takes time, 
patience, and a great deal of dexterity. But, once 
a bee is tagged, Dr. Orbán can examine where 
the bee travels and, more specifically, where the 
bee lands and spends its time.
Dr. Orbán says 10 years ago, bumblebees 
were considered an odd subject for a psycho-
logical study. When he began graduate studies 
at the University of Ottawa in 2008, Dr. Orbán 
expected to study pigeons, which were considered a suitable 
study subject in the field of comparative psychology. But when 
he arrived in Ottawa, ON, his doctoral advisor encouraged 
him to study bees instead. Dr. Orbán says it turns out bees are 
much easier to work with, as they are cleaner and smarter than 
pigeons. With the support of his supervisor, he began studying 
the Bombus impatiens.
Dr. Orbán is interested in cognition and his research 
primarily asks questions about learning and memory. Bees 
make good study subjects for his research because, quite simply, 
bees have brains. And while Dr. Orbán is quick to point out that 
we cannot draw conclusions about human cognition based 
on his findings, we can learn more about the 
nature of cognition itself.
In studying bumblebees, Dr. Orbán asks 
fundamental questions about cognition. In his 
most recent study, “Visual Choice Behaviour 
by Bumblebees (Bombus impatiens) Confirms 
Unsupervised Neural Network’s Prediction 
(2015),” Dr. Orbán examines the decision-
making behaviour of bumblebees, looking at 
why bees choose certain patterns — like the 
sort of pattern they would see on a flower — over others.
The bumblebees in his study were presented with patterns 
that were simple, complex, simple and symmetrical, and 
complex and symmetrical. The bees preferred simple patterns 
to complex ones. When bees were presented with complex 
patterns and complex symmetrical patterns, they chose the 
complex symmetrical pattern. Dr. Orbán says this is because a 
Bees make good 
study subjects for 
research because, 
quite simply, bees  
have brains.
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symmetrical pattern is easier for the bee to interpret as it “only 
has to encode half that pattern, then it duplicates the rest.”
Studying cognitive processes is valuable in and of itself, 
which is precisely why bees, who are small, smart, and easy to 
work with, have become one of psychology’s study subjects. 
But, bee populations are in decline. Kent Mullinix, PhD, 
director of Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems at KPU, 
says, “As an agriculturalist, the decline of bees is something 
I concern myself with because without bees we don’t feed 
people. The ecological systems of earth will grind to a halt.” 
There is no singular reason bee populations are in decline, but 
their decline illuminates their utility. Without bees, we would 
not have any agricultural systems and we would not be able 
to feed ourselves, never mind study cognition.
Given current conditions, Dr. Orbán is amazed that bees 
are not dying faster. “We know why the bees are dying,” he says. 
“It’s not so much a surprise that they are. Businesses want to 
maximize profits. There is no political will to create regulatory 
framework that ensures agriculture is arranged in such a way 
that it is bee friendly.”
Dr. Orbán continues to research bees. He is currently 
overseeing a study examining why bees land on flowers that 
are already occupied. Is another bee signalling them? Or is 
the landing bee trying to take the other bee’s food? Perhaps 
both? Bees are helping Dr. Orbán, and other comparative 
psychologists, ask fundamental questions about memory, 
learning, and cognition.
Photos courtesy of  
Dr. Levente Orbán
Comparative psychology is able to make use of bees, not 
because bees are different, but rather because comparative 
psychology acknowledges the commonalities between 
bees and humans. Bees and humans have evolved intricate 
networks of neurons. And while a human brain is much more 
complex than a bee’s, they are both tasked with making sense 
of the same world. ▲
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T here are a lot of barriers to owning a dog. Many apartments do not allow dogs or some family members are allergic. There is the added ex- 
pense of food and vet bills. It can be difficult to make 
the time to properly care for a pet. The good news 
is, in today’s flourishing technology sphere, there’s 
an app for that.
GoFetch was developed by a Vancouver-based com- 
pany and is now available in many cities in Canada. 
The app connects dog walkers and sitters with dog 
owners. Depending on what the owners’ needs are, 
they can seek out walkers for day-to-day service or 
sitters for extended stays. Former GoFetch brand 
and content specialist Sydnee Christian says a lot of 
people would like to have a dog but are not able to 
look after one.
The benefits of connecting dog walkers and sitters 
with dog owners are plentiful, and are not only limited 
to companionship. Christian explains many walkers 
on GoFetch use the app to stay fit, and state in their 
walker and sitter bio that “they can run with dogs if 
the owner is okay with that.”
Christian says that walkers and sitters, beyond 
improving their cardiovascular health, love “being 
around dogs because it  decreases stress, anxiety, blood 
pressure, and it can help people with depression. 
People understand that dogs are invaluable to us. 
Just being around a dog, even for a 15-minute walk, 
can completely change someone’s mood.” Not to 
mention, if you’re a walker with GoFetch, 
you get paid for your services. ▲
Cooper, a Labrador-Husky cross
A Fetching Solution
Words by Craig Bergen
Photography by Diego Manaligod
Illustration by Victoria Gibson
One thing that is essential, but 
also invisible, is good design.
Someone once said, do something 
worth writing or write something 
worth reading. But nothing worth 
reading was perfect from the start; 
that’s why we edit. And it might 
seem intimidating, like a secret 
code, but html & css are easy to 
learn. Finally, there are voices and 
stories that need to be heard & 
told—that’s why we publish.
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Publishing Program is for you
In our 12-month program you will become proficient in writing,  
editing, coding, graphic design and industry-standard software. 
By the end of this program you will have collaborated to produce 
a magazine and build a website.
You will graduate with a portfolio for your future career.
For more information visit  
www.langara.ca/publishing 
or call 604–323–5432.
.
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The Brunch Club
Culinary duo Allison Dent and Stephen Cooper give brunch a new spin.
Words by Laura Fletcher
Illustration by Nelson Chow
Imagine going out for brunch and there is no lineup at the restaurant. You are not seated elbow-to-elbow with other diners, and you don’t have to try to catch your 
overworked server’s eye for a coffee refill. Instead, you 
are seated at the only table in a warm, cozy room that is 
tastefully decorated with vintage furniture. A cocktail and 
a full cup of coffee sit in front of you as you slice into your 
perfectly poached egg. At your table are a mix of friends 
and strangers, old and young, and everyone is having 
a good time. This comfortable togetherness is exactly 
what Allison Dent and Stephen 
Cooper, the culinary duo behind 
the supper club Tuck Together, are 
creating with their new Vancouver, 
BC, brunch club.
A brunch club, a derivative of a 
supper club, is a culinary experience 
catered and hosted by a chef, often 
in their own home. In a sense, the 
chef hosts a party, and you are the 
guest. Like most dinner parties, you are welcome to bring 
wine to share, and you will likely be among a combination 
of friends and people you have never met before. Dent 
and Cooper started Tuck Together as a supper club after 
moving from Vancouver to London, United Kingdom, in 
2014. Dent explains their main goal was to “create an 
atmosphere where strangers could get together and 
socialize with the common thread being good food.” Dent, 
a trained chef, develops the menu and cooks. Cooper is a 
natural at providing attentive and engaging service.
After they created Tuck Together, Dent and Cooper 
travelled through Southeast Asia for six months before 
returning to Vancouver. They relaunched Tuck Together 
with a focus on brunch. Dent and Cooper’s biggest 
source of inspiration at the moment are the flavours 
they experienced in South Korea. The brunch menu is 
a mixture of classic and experimental with items like 
sourdough buckwheat waffles with Korean braised brisket, 
homemade kimchi, poached eggs, 
and espresso hollandaise.
If you have never been to a 
brunch or supper club, Cooper says, 
“Rather than a restaurant, it’s a 
small, intimate experience that 
brings together like-minded 
people that are willing and 
able to be open to other 
people and experiences.” 
Dent says that attendees get a unique culinary 
experience, because the chef has full control 
over the creation process. Perhaps her 
favourite part of hosting the dinner parties is, 
“Being able to create something from start to 
finish in all its successes and failures. Being 
able to share that with people for one night 
is a very special and rewarding experience.” ▲
Dent explains their main  
goal was to “create an 
atmosphere where strangers 
could get together and 
socialize with the common 
thread being good food.”
Stephen Cooper 
and Allison Dent 
in their home 
where they host 
their brunch club. 
Photographs by 
Stephen Cooper.
INGREDIENTS
Pancakes
2 cups (300g) kimchi, drained  
 roughly chopped*
1 cup (100g) finely chopped leek
¾ cup (100g) all-purpose flour
¾ cup (100g) rye flour
2 medium-sized free range eggs
4 tbsp sesame oil
3 tbsp kimchi juice
1 tbsp grapeseed oil  
 (or vegetable oil) to fry
Eggs
1 tbsp white vinegar
4 medium-sized free range eggs
Salad
1 generous handful finely chopped kale
1 tbsp sesame oil
1 tbsp soy sauce
1 dash rice vinegar
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INSTRUCTIONS
1 In a medium bowl, mix 3 tablespoons of kimchi juice with 1 cup of water and 
set aside. In a large bowl, whisk together the 
egg, sesame oil, and kimchi juice mixture. 
Add the chopped kimchi and leek, and mix 
thoroughly. In a separate bowl, sift the two 
flours together and create a small well. Pour 
the egg and kimchi mixture into the centre 
of the flour well and mix until thoroughly 
combined, forming a batter.
2 In a skillet or frying pan, heat the grapeseed oil on medium/high. When 
the oil starts to spit, add a ladleful of batter 
to the pan and lower the temperature to 
medium. Use the bottom of the ladle to 
slightly spread and shape the batter into a 
nice pancake shape. Cook for 1-2 minutes 
on each side until the pancakes are golden 
brown and crisp.
3 Fill a medium pot of water two inches from the top. Add a tablespoon of 
white vinegar to the water and bring to a 
rolling boil. Crack an egg into a small bowl. 
Carefully drop the egg into the centre of  
the boiling water and reduce the heat to 
medium. Set a timer for 4 minutes. Remove 
the egg with a slotted spoon and let the 
water drain by placing on a clean towel.
4 Chop the kale into small ribbons. Toss with the sesame oil, soy sauce, and a 
dash of rice vinegar.
5 To finish, use the kale salad to make a bed on top of the pancake and top with 
the poached egg. Add the remaining kimchi 
for garnish and sprinkle with toasted black 
sesame seeds.
*  Save	the	juice,	and	set	aside	some	kimchi	for	garnish.	 
(Allison	uses	her	homemade	cauliflower	and	kale	kimchi,	 
but	regular	cabbage	kimchi	will	also	work.)
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A new generation reinvents a neighbourhood favourite.
ANH AND CHI
Words by Laura Fletcher
Photography by Amberlee Pang
Anh and Chi
3388 Main Street
Vancouver, BC 
604‒874‒0832
www.anhandchi.com
Ch  Giò
Bottom: Ph  Chay
V incent and Amelie Nguyen, the second generation of the Nguyen family, have affectionately ushered their parents’ lovable, modest noodle house into Vancouver’s 
modern culinary world. The Vietnamese restaurant on Main 
and 18th served the community as Pho Hoang Vietnamese 
Restaurant for 33 years. It continues to serve the community, 
but is now known as Anh and Chi. The new restaurant name 
translates to “elder brother and sister from same family.”
The Nguyen siblings created a space where people 
would want to stay, share, and experience delicious food. 
Maintaining a balance between old and new, the restau-
rant’s interior is reminiscent of a French-influenced Vietnam, 
accented with trendy mid-century furniture that encourages 
cozy conversations.
The dishes are beautifully plated Vietnamese staples made 
for sharing. Instead of being broken down into courses, the 
menu is divided into “hands,” “chopsticks,” “fork and knife,” 
“bucket list,” and “family style.” A standout from the “hands” 
section was the Ch  Giò (crispy spring rolls), filled with black 
mushrooms, jicama, carrot, taro, and bean thread vermicelli. 
Served on wicker baskets, the spring rolls come with lettuce 
and Thai basil leaves to wrap around their crispy exterior, and 
a light soy sauce to enhance the earthy mushroom filling and 
sweetness of the basil.
Anh and Chi offers several different bowls of ph , a 
traditional rice noodle soup. While they offer beef and chicken 
ph , the Ph  Chay will leave vegetarians smiling. The hot 
vegetarian broth is filled with organic tofu, daikon, carrot, leafy 
greens, and topped with bean sprouts, lime, and chili. The soup 
is tangy, salty, sweet, and most of all comforting.
Anh and Chi’s bright and fresh flavours are perfectly 
accompanied by a fun and thoughtful cocktail list. The Blueberry 
King earns its spot at the top of the drink menu. The refreshing 
pisco sour balances the sweetness of blueberries with a 
splash of smokey mezcal. The Old Asian Lady is another 
playful option, taking a classic old-fashioned and 
adding date and cinnamon syrup for sweetness 
and spice. The remaining cocktails also balance 
classic recipes with new twists.
While the overall experience might lead you 
to expect a hefty price tag, Anh and Chi stays true 
to its roots by offering affordable prices. It would 
be easy to leave happy and full for under $20. ▲
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Serving imaginative vegetarian comfort food in a cozy and inviting space.
THE ARBOR
Words by Maisey Chan
Photography by Jena LaRoy
The Arbor
3941 Main Street 
Vancouver, BC
604‒620‒3256
www.thearborrestaurant.ca
Broccoli Popcorn
Left: Southern Fried  
Artichoke Sandwich
T he owners of Vancouver’s favourite vegetarian fine- dining restaurant, The Acorn, have branched out with a new sister restaurant, The Arbor. Located down the 
block from its predecessor, The Arbor features a varied menu 
that serves up creative twists on vegetarian comfort food.
The Arbor offers a casual dining experience with moderate 
pricing, and a laid-back atmosphere. We started with the 
Broccoli Popcorn appetizer. The broccoli is battered, fried, and 
coated in a tamarind glaze. The texture is crispy on the outside, 
but soft and airy on the inside. The glaze gives the broccoli a 
bit of tartness, which complements the fresh red onion and 
cilantro topping. Like much of The Arbor’s imaginative fare, 
the Broccoli Popcorn does not try to imitate a meat dish. 
Instead, the ingredients come together to highlight the sweet 
crunch of broccoli.
Our second appetizer, the Pulled Jackfruit Steamed Buns, 
were just as inventive. Three steamed buns come stuffed with 
a hearty filling made of barbecued jackfruit with shiitake 
mushrooms and a cilantro sauce. The flavours come together 
with no individual ingredient overpowering another, creating 
an unexpected and delightful combination of sweet and spicy.
For an entree we split the Southern Fried Artichoke 
Sandwich. Fried chunks of artichoke sit between toasted 
slices of ciabatta bread, along with cheddar cheese, creamy 
avocado mousse, and eggplant bacon. Finally, spicy mayonnaise 
and jalapeños add a little kick. The bread is crispy outside 
and fluffy inside with hints of garlic and butter. The flavours 
and textures blend together, but the salty eggplant bacon 
makes it extraordinary.
The Arbor is definitely worth a visit. The portions are 
generous, and one person can dine there for less than $20. 
However, with such a variety 
of dishes on the menu, The 
Arbor is best enjoyed with the 
company of friends. The cozy 
interior, dim lighting, and music 
make it a great place to unwind 
with a few drinks. Lastly, 
The Arbor also offers 
takeout options 
so people can 
enjoy the food 
at home. ▲
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Kitsilano’s charming taqueria offers fresh flavours at affordable prices.
T ucked away on Kitsilano’s Yew Street, Lucky Taco is one of the newest restaurants by Gooseneck Hospitality: the minds behind the popular spots Bufala and Wildebeest. 
Opened in July 2016, Lucky Taco is upbeat and brightly 
decorated. Spanish phrases and drink menu items in orange 
and teal lettering cover the walls and create a cantina-like 
atmosphere. Large windows look out on a small patio that 
opens in the summer.
Lucky Taco features a fun food and drink menu, heavily 
inspired by Mexican street fare. The drink menu offers tasting 
flights of tequila and mezcal, Mexico’s two most revered spirits. 
The robust cocktail list features Latin classics such as sangria 
and an excellent margarita. However, Lucky Taco’s best cocktails 
are their originals, like the Oaxaca-inspired old-fashioned, and 
the delightful pineapple bellini — a slushie made in-house with 
vodka, pineapple, sparkling wine, cilantro, and mint. The beer 
list is a mix of both Mexican and local brews.
The simple food menu lists appetizers and tacos. The 
appetizers or bocadillos feature a few tasty choices. One of the 
highlights is the tuna poke with BC albacore tuna and fresh 
avocado served on a crispy tostada. The runaway star of the 
appetizer menu is the stadium-style nachos: house-made 
tortilla chips generously topped with pickled goodies, cheese 
sauce, and multiple salsas. The rest of the food menu focuses 
solely on tacos. The cauliflower taco is a favourite. Chunks of 
tempura-battered cauliflower glazed with a house sauce and 
topped with queso fresco and salsa create a surprising burst 
of flavour. Other tasty options include the delicious crispy fried 
chicken taco and the cheeseburger taco. Menu items range 
between a very reasonable $4 to $12 each.
 Over the last few months, Lucky 
Taco has emerged as a neigh- 
bourhood favourite and with 
summer approaching, you 
can bet on having a hard 
time getting a table. ▲
LUCKY TACO
Words by Burhan Osman
Photography by Elisabeth Ouellet
Lucky Taco
1685 Yew Street
Vancouver, BC 
604‒739‒4677
www.luckytaco.ca
Nachos
Bottom: Crispy  
Cauliflower Taco
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Bold and innovative Pan Asian food delights the senses.
J apanese for “lucky tiger,” Torafuku first opened its doors in 2015 and has quickly become one of Vancouver’s Main Street staples. Using ingredients sourced from local farmers, 
Executive Chef Clement Chan serves up boldly flavoured 
dishes designed for sharing. This Pan Asian eatery boasts large 
floor to ceiling windows allowing passersby a glimpse of its 
beautifully decorated interior. The minimalist design features 
polished cement floors that flow seamlessly into a large counter 
space. The middle of the room is dominated by a long communal 
table, while rows of earth-toned booths line the walls.
We started with the DY-NO-MITE roll, a classic dish 
with a prawn tempura, avocado, and cucumber filling. A 
thin slice of steelhead salmon was draped over the length 
of the roll for a delicious twist, and finished with a togo aioli 
drizzle for an added kick. This dish achieves the perfect balance 
of salty and sweet.
Next, the playfully named Hooked on Crack dish blends 
Brussels sprouts, broccoli, and cauliflower: a truly addictive 
combination. The vegetables are charred to perfection and 
tossed in a black bean balsamic vinegar. The plate is then 
sprinkled with crispy chickpeas and toasted almonds for extra 
crunch. The balsamic glaze is full-bodied and savory, an ideal 
pairing with the fresh and crisp vegetables.
For dessert we had the Magic Stick, a chocolate ganache 
paired with a hazelnut feuilletine, accompanied by a scoop 
of condensed milk ice cream, and nestled on a bed of matcha 
crumble. The ganache is a shot of pure chocolate, and the 
condensed milk ice cream is just the right amount of sweet. The 
crunch of the matcha crumble is a clever complement to the 
creamy textures of the other ingredients.
Torafuku’s snackable dishes are 
delicious and affordable. Paired with 
a refreshing pint of classic Japanese 
beer, dinner for two runs around $60, a 
reasonable price to pay for an enjoyable 
night out in Vancouver. ▲
TORAFUKU
Words by Tessa Arden
Photography by Kai Mallari
Torafuku
958 Main Street
Vancouver, BC 
778‒903‒2006
www.torafuku.ca
DY-NO-MITE roll
Left: Magic Stick dessert
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Bars have rituals. A server places a cocktail, garnished with fruit and a plastic straw, on a napkin. The 
customer takes a sip from the straw, or 
drops the straw on the table and drinks 
from the glass. Either way, the straw will 
eventually find its way into the garbage 
and join the thousands of other straws 
that ended up in the dumpster that week. 
Ritual is not the right word to describe 
our society’s straw use. Ritual suggests 
care and reverence, but straws are not 
given much thought. They are a habit, 
and a wasteful one.
Local bar manager Chris Schonfeldt 
estimates a typical Vancouver, BC, bar—a 
bar with no policy regarding straws—goes 
through approximately 10,000 plastic 
straws per month. Multiply this number 
by the hundreds of bars and restaurants 
in the area and the figure is in the millions.
According to the Worldwatch Insti- 
tute, straws are made of polypropylene, 
a petroleum-based plastic. They are not 
recyclable. “This item can be disposed of 
in your garbage bin,” says Vancouver’s 
Waste Wizard, a handy tool on the city’s 
website that helps eco-conscious citizens 
sort their recycling. While Statistics 
Canada has information about plastic 
waste in general, according to an email 
from InfoStats, “Statistics Canada does 
not collect or disseminate information 
on straws.”
Imelda Anggraini, a Vancouver 
bartender, says the same straw habit 
exists in countries across the Pacific 
Rim. Originally from Indonesia, she 
has spent the last 15 years working in 
hotel bars and restaurants in Indonesia, 
Singapore, Australia, and Canada. All the 
establishments she has worked in put 
plastic straws in drinks. “The only drinks 
we didn’t put a straw in were water, beer, 
and wine,” she says. “Other than that, we 
automatically put straws in, even if the 
customer didn’t ask for it.”
Despite the general apathy towards 
straw waste, there are some grassroots 
organizations trying to spread awareness. 
The Association of Whistler Area 
Residents for the Environment (AWARE) 
started Straw Wars, a program that “aims 
to change the relationship we have with 
straws from the bar stool to the bartender 
and to showcase the benefit of keeping 
them out of every establishment.” The Last 
Plastic Straw is an American organization 
based in California with the same goal. 
They have 35 participating businesses 
that go straw free, have biodegradable 
options, or simply write “straws available 
upon request” on their menus. Anggraini 
agrees change has to start at the bar. “It’s 
up to the individual,” she says, but the 
big problem is lack of public awareness. 
Going strawless may seem like a small 
decision, but small decisions, like small 
pieces of plastic, do add up. ▲
Going Strawless
Words by Stephanie Thompson
Illustration by Victoria Gibson
Despite the general 
apathy towards 
straw waste, there 
are some grassroots 
organizations trying 
to spread awareness.
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Supertrees
The Singapore Supertrees amaze visitors 
and locals with stunning aesthetics and 
sustainable technological features.
Words by Rony Ganon
Standing 25 to 50 metres tall, Singapore’s Supertrees are an awe-inspiring sight. There are 18 Supertrees altogether, 12 of which make up Supertree Grove in Singapore’s 
Gardens by the Bay.
The Supertrees are not real trees per se, but they are 
alive in a sense. Their massive trunks are made of concrete 
supported by steel frames. All along the trunks, steel planting 
panels have been installed to hold a large variety of plants, 
creating flourishing vertical gardens. The Gardens by the 
Bay official website says, “Over 169,000 plants comprising 
more than 200 species and varieties of bromeliads, orchids, 
ferns, and tropical flowering climbers have been planted 
on the 18 Supertrees.”
Hydraulic jack systems hold together large, open canopies 
at the tops of the trees. Of the 12 Supertrees in the grove, 
11 have canopies with built-in environmentally sustainable 
functions, such as photovoltaic cells that harvest solar power.
The ground level of Supertree Grove is free and open to 
the public, while an aerial walkway (the OCBC Skyway) allows 
visitors to promenade the canopies of Supertree Grove and 
enjoy a different perspective. The skyway is 22 metres above 
ground and open daily from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm. Admission 
costs $8 SGD for an adult. IndoChine, a restaurant located in 
the canopy of the tallest Supertree, offers diners spectacular 
views of the Gardens by the Bay and a panorama of Marina Bay. 
At night, the Supertree Grove transforms into a world of 
melody and incandescence. In the evening there are two light 
and sound shows called Garden Rhapsody, powered by solar 
energy collected during the day. The shows take place every 
day at 7:45 pm and 8:45 pm, and are free to the public. It is 
not uncommon for a tropical lightning storm to pass through 
the area, adding a level of drama to the light show. It may 
rain but temperatures stay warm, making the experience an 
enjoyable one. ▲
The solar-powered 
supertrees brighten up 
Singapore’s Marina Bay. Image by nattanan726/iStock/Thinkstock
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23-32
˚C
Highlight: Victoria Peak, a 
mountain in western Hong 
Kong, rises 552 metres 
above sea level. Known 
locally as The Peak, its 
vantage offers a panoramic 
view of Hong Kong Island. 
Why December? 
Although Northern China 
is cold, this southern city 
remains temperate, and it’s 
a great time to visit since 
tourist traffic is low.
16-22
˚C
6-16
˚C
Highlight: Wat Arun, or the 
Temple of Dawn, is located next 
to the Chao Phraya River that runs 
through the city. Named after the 
Indian God of Dawn, Aruna, this 
Buddhist temple centres around a 
79-metre prang or tower-like spire, 
which is flanked by four smaller 
towers on its outer corners.
Why February? The weather 
in Thailand is relatively cool, 
but the peak tourist season is 
at its tail end.
Highlight: The Petronas 
Towers rise 88 stories 
and are 451.9 metres tall. 
At 170 metres, the two 
towers are connected by 
a skybridge, from which 
the whole cityscape can be 
admired for a fee.
Highlight: The National 
Gallery of Australia houses an 
extensive art collection with 
works by world-class artists 
from across the globe, as well 
as a collection of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander art.
15-20
˚C
Why June? June is 
off-season in Malaysia, 
yet the capital is at its 
driest and least humid.
Why September? It is 
spring in Australia and the 
weather is mild, but it’s not 
quite summer yet, so tourist 
season hasn’t flooded the 
streets with visitors.
The countries of the western Pacific Rim are some 
of the most ecologically diverse in the world. 
Climates range from temperate to tropical, 
and sunshine can be found year-round. At peak 
tourist season western Pacific Rim nations are 
flooded with visitors, causing prices to skyrocket. 
During the shoulder or off-season, however, the 
weather is often milder, rates are better, and 
there is room to take in the sites. Here are a few 
highlights of places to visit and when to visit 
them in the western Pacific Rim.
Words by Tessa Arden
Illustration by Victoria Gibson & Anne-Sophie Rodet
Sources: Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Hong Kong 
Tourism Board, Korea 
Tourism Organization, 
Langara Library 
& Information 
Technology Students, 
The Lonely Planet, 
Tourism Australia, 
Tourism Authority 
of Thailand, Tourism 
Malaysia, Tourism 
New Zealand
CHINA
THAILAND
MALAYSIA
AUSTRALIA
Hong Kong
Bangkok
Kuala Lumpur
Canberra
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12-17
˚C
Highlight: Mount Victoria 
Lookout, at 196 metres above  
sea level, provides a panoramic 
view of the city. This breath-
taking view of the capital city 
and the ocean beyond is best 
taken in at sunrise or sunset.
Why March? The summer 
is just ending for New 
Zealanders, and with the 
slight dip in temperature, 
tourists head home.
Highlight: Changdeokgung is 
considered the most beautiful of 
Seoul’s five palaces, and is listed 
as a UNESCO World Cultural 
Heritage Site. Also known as 
the Eastern Palace, it’s the best 
preserved of the royal palaces.
Why October? The tourist 
season is dying down, and 
the temperature is still 
pleasantly warm in South 
Korea; a perfect time to take 
in the changing foliage.
23-32
˚C
Daily Average 
Temperature
Fall
Winter
Dry
Spring
LEGEND
SOUTH KOREA
NEW 
ZEALAND
Seoul
Wellington
Valley of Paradise
A once flourishing seaport is now a thriving tourist destination.
Words by Anne-Sophie Rodet
Located on the Pacific coast of Chile, 120 kilometres west of Santiago, Valparaíso flourished in the 1800s around a port and its narrow flats. As the city grew, it could only 
expand upward onto the 44 surrounding cerros or hills. “Before 
1920, Valparaíso had no official plan; it’s the reason why it 
looks so chaotic,” says tour guide Felipe Muñoz.
In 2003, UNESCO declared Valparaíso’s historic quarter a 
World Heritage Site, acknowledging the city’s industrial growth 
at the turn of the 19th century. The port benefited from its key 
location along a main shipping route. During that time, its 
economy boomed, and foreign travellers influenced the city’s 
culture. The construction of the Panama Canal, finished in 
1914, led to a slow decline as it diverted the maritime route.
Today, almost all of Valparaíso’s 250,000 inhabitants live in 
the houses piled up on the hills’ slopes. Its famous metal cable 
cars, or funiculars, traverse the steep inclines ferrying people 
to the tops of the hills and back again. The oldest cable car, 
Concepción, was introduced in 1883 and is still in service. The 
Chilean government is working on restoring a few others, so 
Valparaíso’s citizens and visitors can expect more opportunities 
to ride in the heritage elevators.
While the old cable cars show Valparaíso’s history and 
character, its numerous murals make for a colourful and lively 
city. “The city is inspiring, with the sea, the people, and the 
structure,” Muñoz says, explaining the profusion of paintings. 
Artists only need permission from the owner of the building 
they plan to paint, making the process much easier than in other 
municipalities, he adds. Maxime Cabot, a French traveller who 
spent three days in Valparaíso last September, came to admire 
the street art. “What I liked about this city is that there isn’t 
really a defined tour,” he says. “It’s best to get lost on the hills 
and chance upon the different murals one after another!” ▲
A view of one of Valparaíso’s 
many cerros, as photographed 
by Ecomapu Travel.
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